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ABSTRACT 
Recognition of the limitations of previous ex-
planations of urban spatial structure due to their im-
plicit assumptions concerning human behaviour in con-
junction with the desire to present a framework more 
condusive to the answering of socially relevant urban 
problems, has led to this study's use of an exploratory 
methodology within which to investigate the phenomena 
of urban spatial structure* The overall purpose is to 
investigate the relationships between both the struc-
tural and behavioural components of urban spatial 
structure which will possibly lead to greater levels 
of understanding of the complex processes which give 
rise to our present urban environments* To achieve 
this objective, both the concepts of urban structure 
and human behaviour were operationalized using various 
factor analytic models and analysed with regard to 
their relationships employing a partial correlation 
model* Using the major urban centers of the Regional 
Municipality of Waterloo as a study area, it was found 
that the structural type of residential districts has 
an influence on both the attitudes and perceptions of 
households living within these residential environments* 
Although the magnitudes of these identified relationships 
achieved only low to moderate levels of explanation, in 
terms of directionality, they were found to offer evi-
dence of the potential of this type of investigation of 
urban spatial structure which may be of some value in 
the planning of our urban environments. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This research paper concerns explanations of the 
spatial distribution of urban phenomena. Its purpose is 
both critical and exploratory: there is a need to assess 
recent developments within the discipline of geography 
and also to attempt to incorporate some of these devel-
opments within what appears to the writer to be more 
socially relevant frameworks. Geography initially wit-
nessed a quantitative revolution which began in the early 
1950's and has more recently undergone a behavioural 
revolution. On considering recent developments in the 
discipline, Edward W. Soja writes: 
"Within such a small discipline, however, there 
has been extraordinary diversity ... First 
during the 1950*s and 60's, a so called quan-
titative revolution introduced a massive inflow 
of mathematical and statistical techniques and 
a more explicit interest in theory and model 
building. Somewhat later, geographers redis-
covered the individual human actor and became 
increasingly oriented to questions of human 
behaviour, attitudes and perception. Most re-
cently, there has been a greater sensitivity 
to issues of contemporary social relevance, 
linking geography more closely to planning 
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and policy making and injecting a more overt 
ideological and activist component into the 
field." (in Buttimer, 1974, preface) 
All researchers in geography are generally aware 
of the continuous development of the field. The present 
study explores the relationship between urban structure 
and human behaviour. This type of investigation of 
urban spatial structure is considered by most resear-
chers in urban geography to be far from a new topic. 
The number of studies that have considered the 
areal differentiation of cities by way of the analysis of 
In order that this relationship could be investi-
gated to attempt to create a greater understanding of 
urban spatial structure (see definition below), these 
two concepts of urban structure and human behaviour were 
first operationalized using factor analysis. The first 
concept of urban structure was considered to be the 
social and physical attributes of various locations in 
urban space which are measurable by means of factor 
analysis of census data. Human behaviour, on the other 
hand, was considered to be the actions of individuals 
which occur within urban areas. For the purposes of 
this investigation, human behaviour was operationalized 
through the measurement of the attitudes and perceptions 
of households within various urban environments by 
direct questionnaire methods. It was assumed that 
these attitudes and perceptions manifest themselves in 
terms of individual actions and are considered to be 
adequate surrogate measures for the concept of human 
behaviour. 
** 
For the purposes of the present investigation, 
urban spatial structure was simply considered to be a 
description of the spatial arrangement or association 
of these concepts of urban structure and human behav-
iour in urban space. 
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variations in patterns of both physical and social char-
acteristics, using a variety of methodologies, is almost 
endless* Many approaches have been used in these studies 
to date* One studies the socio-economic forces which are 
in competition in the housing market which give rise to 
the differential distribution of population and housing. 
Another more inductive approach has employed more quan-
titative methods to analyse the areal differentiation of 
social and physical variables comprising the urban geo-
graphical space* The early economic and ecological models 
of Hoyt (Hoyt, 1933) and Burgess (in Park et al., 1925) 
are characteristic of the former while the social area 
analysis of Shevky and Bell (Shevky and Bell, 1955) as 
well as the many factor analytic models so evident during 
the last fifteen years are representative of the latter 
approach (see also Timms, 1974)* These approaches have 
recently come under a great deal of criticism by authors 
equally concerned with obtaining a greater understanding 
of the way in which man is spatially distributed within 
various urban environments* The culmination of these 
criticisms and their potential research implications 
have led to the development of the research strategy 
used in the present investigation. 
The classical models of urban spatial structure 
are found to contain limited views* The concentric zone 
model of Burgess and Hoy^s sector model both fail to be 
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explicit in regard to the actions or behaviour of indiv-
iduals in Influencing urban spatial structure. Both the 
ecologic view of group succession and the land economist's 
concern with the housing market are found to be too im-
plicit with respect to the relationship of the behaviour 
of individuals and their urban environments. The quan-
titative and behavioural revolutions are seen as attempts 
to eliminate this obscurity. The desire to become more 
explicit with regard to behavioural postulates is best 
exemplified by the work of Julian Wolpert who saw the limits 
of previous approaches and was instrumental in the birth 
of the behavioural revolution. In presenting a more behaviour-
al approach Wolpert questioned the validity of the assum-
ption of "rational economic man" in previous modelling 
efforts of the process of change in urban spatial structure 
(Wolpert, 1965, and Wolpert, 1966), It was his desire to 
give greater consideration to actual rather than implied 
behaviour. The present study is equally concerned with 
this problem and therefore will analyse the relationship 
between urban structure and human behaviour, although ex-' 
ploratory in nature, which gives greater consideration for 
the component of human behaviour than these previous studies. 
The complex multivariate nature of the process 
which gives rise to urban spatial structure is quite evi-
dent. This complexity is concluded from the limited 
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success of recent behavioural approaches to yield a more 
acceptable theory of urban spatial structure. The 
classical models of urban spatial structure have done an 
adequate job in providing frameworks within which hypotheses 
concerning the nature of urban spatial structure can be 
tested. There is however, a recently developed demand 
for the provision of answers to more socially relevant 
questions than have been posed to date. The frameworks 
of both classical and more recent behavioural models are 
not conducive to the answering of these questions. The 
present study therefore presents a framework which is con-
sidered to be more acceptable in terms of its ability to 
generate input data on which planning decisions can be 
rationally made and which will allow a greater level of 
control over our urban environments. 
The following investigation therefore, of the rela-
tionship between urban structure and human behaviour seeks 
not to develop a theory or behavioural model of urban spa-
tial structure. Instead, in an exploratory way, the purpose 
of the study is to identify the elements of this relation-
ship which may be of value in acquiring a greater understan-
ding of the way in which people live within urban areas. 
The framework's ability to provide this understanding may be 
of practical value in making these urban areas better places 
to live. 
The present investigation does not attempt to provide 
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definitive answers which explain variations in urban spa-
tial structure. It merely adopts a behavioural approach 
which does not imply aspects of human behaviour which are 
considered to influence urban spatial structure but rather, 
it employs an exploratory framework which attempts to 
measure behaviour and relate it to measurable variations 
in objectively derived dimensions of urban structure. 
The desire to give greater consideration to the way 
individuals live within their urban environments in anal-
ysing urban structure results from the statements of 
scholars similarly aware of the limitations of previous 
attempts. One of these scholars was Theodore Anderson 
who writes: 
"Theories (ie, ecologic and economic competition 
theories of patterns of residential neighbourhoods) 
are acceptable as far as they go, but unless 
they are coupled with theories about the social 
relations among the attitudes of the various 
subgroups which comprise the city, they cannot 
effectively explain either existing patterns or 
longer term secular trends," (Anderson, 1962, 161, 
italics added by the author) 
Similarly, Leslie King writes: 
"It is only the possibility of combining these 
studies of spatial form with statements about the 
behaviour over space that gives promise of a 
distinctive and potentially relevant body of 
geographic theory," (King, 1969, 593) 
In order to investigate the relationship between 
urban structure and human behaviour both concepts were 
operationalized using factor analytic models. In achieving 
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this operationalization the writer borrowed from the 
formalized skills of attitude measurement of psychology 
which merely demonstrates the need for an interdisciplinary 
approach in investigations of urban spatial structure. 
Although this may appear to be rather ambitious, it is 
considered to be a prerequisite for profitable research 
concerning complex urban areas. Most geographical re-
searchers will agree to the benefits to be gained in the 
transition area between disciplines. 
The multivariate statistical technique of factor 
analysis was used to derive dimensions of urban structure 
from census data. Similarly, the concept of human be-
haviour was operationalized by measuring both the attitudes 
and perceptions of households living within various urban 
environments. The relationships between these two concepts 
was then analysed using another multivariate statistical 
technique which revealed interesting associations between 
these objective and subjective components of urban spatial 
structure. The analysis and particularly the framework 
employed have definite implications for the direction 
future research should follow. The planning implications 
of the methodology are also assessed with attention being 
given to the methods ability to provide input data on which 
rational planning decisions might be made. 
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The Study Area and Data Sources 
In order to Investigate the relationship between 
the two operationalized concepts of urban structure and 
human behaviour, the study used both primary and secondary 
data sources. The present section will now consider both 
of these sources of data which include census materials 
from which the components of urban residential spatial 
structure were objectively derived and a survey which 
allowed the measurement of the subjective component, human 
behaviour. 
The study is based on an areally stratified 
sample of households within the major urban complex of the 
Regional Municipality of Waterloo in Ontario. The choice 
of this study area results from the availability of census 
tract data; the reasonable cost of obtaining this informa-
** 
tion; and the writer's familiarity with the area. The 
major urban complex or built-up area of the Regional 
Census tract data on both socio-economic and housing 
characteristics were obtained from Statistics Canada, 
Census Tract Bulletin, 1971 Census of Canada. Population 
ana Housing unaracterlstics by Census Tract (Series A and 
B). 
•* 
Initially, it was the writer's intention to conduct 
the study at the level of the single city block. The cost 
of obtaining geo-coded statistics however, was found to be 
too prohibitive. Future studies are recommended to be con-
ducted at this micro-level particularly if results are to 
provide input data for specific planning decisions. 
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F igure: 1-1 Distribution of Census Tracts Within the Major Urban Centers of the Waterloo Region Including Common Names of 
Major Residential Areas 
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Municipality of Waterloo is comprised of the cities of 
Waterloo, Kitchener and Cambridge. These three centers 
are broken into forty-two census tracts. The spatial 
distribution of these statistical collecting areas can 
be seen in Figure 1-1 * 
The primary information from which the concept of 
human behaviour was operationalized included the measure-
ment of the attitudes of residents within each census 
tract as well as measurements of their perceptions of the 
physical and social characteristics of the areas in which 
they lived* This information was gathered in a "Community 
Evaluation Survey," the details of which are contained 
within Appendix A along with a copy of the questionnaire 
The survey drew extensively on a previous study 
conducted by Frederick Ermuth. The questionnaire employed 
in the present investigation contained three sociological 
attitude scales which were used by Ermuth. Unlike Ermuth 
however, who used these scales to create an index of 
residential satisfaction (Ermuth, 1974, 23-48), the pres-
ent study used each of these scales independently to 
measure three attitudes of households living within each 
census tract of the study area. The three attitude scales 
were comprised of a series of questions which are assumed 
to measure the same underlying attitudinal continuum. 
Through minor modifications made by Ermuth (Ermuth, 1974* 
13), these scales are concluded to measure 1) how well a 
household identifies with the local territory or area 
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immediately adjacent to his residence; 2) a household's 
degree of social interaction with the people living 
within his own area; and 3) how isolated or alienated 
a household feels within its area of the city. In 
addition, the questionnaire provided Information on the 
way household's perceive the social and physical charac-
teristics of the area in which they live. This data 
was compiled from a series of eighteen direct questions 
about the physical and social characteristics of the 
area in which the respondent's home was located. In 
total, a sample of 633 respondents was used in the study. 
In order to operationalize the concept of urban 
structure within the study area, information was obtained 
exclusively from secondary sources. Only the residential 
component of urban structure was considered due to the 
availability of data. The objective components of urban 
structure were derived using two factor models which em-
ployed input variables of socio-economic and housing 
characteristics for each of the forty-two census tracts 
of the study area. The variables which were uses to de-
rive both social and housing space components of urban 
structure were obtained from published statistics from 
the 1971 census of Canada, 
In summary, data to derive components of both 
the concepts of human behaviour and urban structure by 
means of factor analysis was obtained from a personally 
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conducted "Community Evaluation Survey" and published 
statistical information respectively. Consideration 
will next be given to the methodology or design which 
was used to both operationalize these two components" 
of urban spatial structure and analyse the relation-
ships between them. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
The present chapter discusses the methodology 
which was used to allow the analysis of the complex 
relationship between urban structure and human behav-
iour. The operationalization of the concepts of urban 
structure and human behaviour described here consists 
of four independent factor analyses of data for the 
forty-two census tracts of the major urban centers of 
the Waterloo Region. A flow chart which indicates the 
steps involved to achieve this operationalization can 
be seen in Figure 2-1, The flow chart reveals that the 
analysis was broken down into three stages. These 
included: 1) the operationalization of the concept of 
urban structure; 2) the operationalization of the concept 
of human behaviour; and 3) the analysis of the relation-
ship between these two concepts. The methodology employed 
within each of these stages will now be given more de-
tailed individual consideration. 
Stage One: 
The Operationalization of the Concept of Urban Structure 
The technique used to operationalize the concept 
of urban structure employed a factor model very similar 
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Figure: 2-1 Flow Chart of the Three Stage Methodology Used to Analyse the Relationship Between Urban Structure and Human Behaviour 
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STAGE THREE 
Analysis of the Relationship Between the Concepts of 
Urban Structure and Human Behaviour 
(Partial Correlation Analysis) 
to the one previously used by Murdie in his factorial 
ecology of Metropolitan Toronto (Murdie, 1969). The 
use of factor analysis in this manner has acquired the 
name "factorial ecology" which is simply the term used 
when the technique of factor analysis is applied to the 
problem of areal differentiation. The steps which are 
involved in this type of analysis have been adequately 
summarized by Philip Rees (Rees, 1971, 221), In this 
summary, Rees identifies two alternative views concer-
ning the nature of the dimensions which emerge using the 
technique for the areal differentiation of spatial phen-
omena. The first view recognizes the identified dimen-
sions to be explanatory factors assuming causal connec-
tions to the original variable matrix. This however, 
is considered to be the view of a minority of researchers 
in the social sciences. The second view, which merely 
accepts the identified dimensions to be concise descrip-
tions without causal claims (Rees, 1971, 221) is the 
position which has been adopted in the present investi-
gation. 
Urban structure is recognized to result from the 
locational decisions of a variety of actors and institu-
tions. The various number of actors and institutions 
involved in the process is very complex. Some actors 
play more important roles than others but each individual 
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decision needs to be conceptualized within a total system 
of locational decisions which in the aggregate give rise 
to urban structure as we see it. Retailers make loca-
tional decisions which influence retail spatial struc-
ture. Individual households make locational decisions 
which influence residential spatial structure. Each 
influence one another. Ideally, the concept of urban 
structure at a very general level, is comprised of 
commercial, institutional, industrial, transportation 
and utilities, recreational, open space and residential 
components. In considering urban structure in the present 
investigation, only residential spatial structure will be 
considered due to the lack of published statistical infor-
mation on the other components of urban structure at this 
level* 
Residential locational decisions are made by 
various actors and institutions of both suppliers and 
demanders of residential space. The initial locational 
decisions of residential developers which are constrained 
by the decisions of other actors including planners, 
engineers, politicians, mortgage brokers and land owners 
have a direct influence on the physical character of 
residential areas* On the other hand, the locational 
decisions of inter and intra-urban migrants which are 
similarly constrained by the decisions of all the actors 
mentioned above as well as actors influencing the 
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search for a new location have a direct influence on the 
social constituency of a residential district. 
In addition, the second behavioural process which 
has influenced the way in which urban structure has been 
operationalized concerns the way in which individual 
households select a new residence. The importance of the 
demand side in influencing urban structure is easily var-
ified simply by the amount of social science research 
which has been directed towards its explanation of urban 
structure. However, the residential location decision 
is influenced by the characteristics of the dwelling 
searched, its location and the characteristics of the 
decision maker. Due to the way in which locational 
decisions are made by migrants, it is deemed logical to 
consider the housing stock and type of tenure independent 
with respect to social and demographic characteristics. 
This conclusion is taken from a previous study by Barrie 
Morgan (Morgan, 1973» 57), Drawing from a previous 
study by Eric Moore (Moore, 1969), Morgan argues for the 
independence of these two characteristics based on the 
way in which locational decisions are made by potential 
buyers and renters. Therefore, it was considered neces-
sary to separate social and housing type characteristics 
in attempting to operationalize the concept of urban 
structure. 
These behavioural considerations led to the use 
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of two independent factor models to describe the various 
social and housing space components of urban structure. 
Standard orthogonal factor models were employed. Both 
models used aggregate statistical Information from the 
1971 oensus of Canada, The first used only social and 
demographic variables (see Appendix B) to reveal social 
space dimensions of urban structure in the forty-two 
census tracts of the study area. Similarly, the second 
factor model only used variables (see Appendix C) con-
cerning dwelling type and tenure in order that the 
factor model would reveal housing space components of 
urban structure. The social space factor model consisted 
of twenty-six variables while the housing space model 
contained only fifteen. The lack of census variables 
which describe the physical dimensions of urban struc-
ture led to this disparity. The criteria employed in 
selecting input variables was also guided by the know-
ledge of those which are traditionally used in this 
type of analysis. In addition, the study drew from the 
works of both Harman and Rummel (Harman, 1967, and 
Rummel, 1970) for authoritative discussions of the tech-
nique of factor analysis. 
Factor scores were then computed which give a 
value for each census tract on each of the identified 
dimensions. These factor scores provided measurable 
descriptions of the basic physical and social dimensions 
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of urban structure as it was defined. The output from 
stage one of the research design is a matrix of factor 
scores which acted as input variables for the third 
stage of the investigation. 
Stage Two: 
The Operationalization of the Concept of Human Behaviour 
It has already been suggested that previous at-
tempts at explanation of urban spatial structure have 
been limited with regard to their implicitness concerning 
human behaviour. Most have been satisfied to describe 
using various techniques, the basic patterns of urban 
spatial structure and infer the elements of the process 
which have given rise to the observed patterns. One 
author, David Harvey, suggests that this implicitness 
results from the lack of an adequate framework or 
metalanguage to allow the analysis of the complex problems 
at the interface between social and spatial analysis 
(Harvey, 1970, 65)• The most rewarding research in urban 
geography is probably to be found in the efforts of those 
attempting to bridge this gap in our methodology. The 
operationalization of the concept of human behaviour 
represents such an attempt, Harvey for instance writes: 
"I do not think that an adequate metalanguage 
will be forthcoming in the near future to 
integrate the two approaches. We must therefore 
devise temporary frameworks with which to con-
struct a theory of the city. In making use of 
these, however, we must be careful, for the 
framework we select can affect our notion of 
social justice, our notions of the proper role 
of the planner, and our policy priorities." 
(Harvey, 1970, 65). 
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and: 
"We must seek to understand the message which 
people receive from their constructed environ-
ment. To do this we need a very general 
methodology for the measurement of spatial 
and environment symbolism* Here the tech-
niques of psycho-linguistics and psychology 
have much to recommend them* These tech-
niques allow us to assess the significance 
of an object or events by examining the 
behavioural disposition to act with respect 
to it. We can tap this behavioural dispo-
sition in a number of ways. We can sample 
the mental state of the individual or a 
group of individuals and discover their atti-
tudes towards and their perception of the 
space which surrounds them. We can use a 
variety of techniques to do this from person-
al construct theory, semantic differential, 
through to more direct questionnaire tech-
niques." (Harvey, 1970, 55-56) 
The present attempt to develop the concept of human 
behaviour is seen to be one or part of a temporary 
framework which Harvey has suggested to be an alternate 
approach. It is the writer's position that a greater 
understanding of the relationship between urban struc-
ture and human behaviour may be obtained through the 
testing of temporary frameworks. The technique which 
is described below utilizes the direct questionnaire 
techniques which are similarly recommended by Harvey. 
The methodology employed draws extensively on 
the previous study by Frederick Ermuth who attempted 
to measure the concept of environmental satisfaction 
and analyse its influence on the migration potential of 
a household (Ermuth, 1974). It is specifically the way 
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Ermuth develops and measures this concept which has 
been utilized in the present investigation. His measure-
ment of residential satisfaction using a methodology 
previously adopted by Peterson (Peterson, 1965; and 
Peterson, 1967) is seen to offer an objective means of 
measuring human behaviour, 
Ermuth develops the concept of residential 
satisfaction using an argument derived from a statement 
by Hillery who presents a theoretical strategy for anal-
ysis and elaboration of the three key foci that are 
integrators of residential satisfaction: space, family 
and co-operation, Ermuth develops these concepts in 
terms of local territorial identification by households, 
their social interaction patterns within and degree of 
isolation from a neighbourhood. Borrowing on the logic 
of both Hillery and Landis (Hillery, 1968; and Landis, 
1971) these concepts are operationalized using three 
well knovm sociometric scales which are concluded to be 
adequate indicators of residential satisfaction (Ermuth, 
1974, 32), Whether or not environmental satisfaction 
can be measured by a composite index of logically derived 
indicators of residential satisfaction is of little im-
portance to the present investigation. On the other 
hand, the three sociometric scales used by Ermuth will 
be used to measure three different attitudes within in-
dividual census tracts. In that the present study 
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seeks to investigate the association between various 
residential environments (ie. census tracts which vary 
with regard to components of urban structure) and the 
way people living within these environments perceive 
them (ie* human behaviour as measured by varying at-
titudes and perceptions of households within various 
environments), these three scales are concluded to 
yield an adequate measurement of attitudes* In addition, 
another measurement scale previously used to measure 
how people perceive the area of the city in which they 
live with respect to Its physical and social amenities 
was also employed (see Butler et al*, 1969)* Ultimately 
all four scales were incorporated into a questionnaire 
which can be seen in Appendix A* This questionnaire was 
personally delivered by the writer to a random sample of 
households within each census tract of the study area* 
In total, 669 households responded to the questionnaire 
and a final usable sample consisted of 633 households* 
This return rate of 22*1 percent was considered to be 
sufficient for the purposed of this exploratory inves-
tigation* The procedure which was followed for both 
sample selection and questionnaire administration can 
also be observed in Appendix A* 
The questionnaire yields subjective responses 
which are at the ordinal level of measurement for both 
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the three attitude scales and the perceptions of house-
holds towards the social and physical characteristics of 
the environments in which their homes were located. 
However, given that the sample was randomly selected, 
these responses were considered to represent the values 
of a normally distributed population within each census 
tract of the study area and therefore reflect both house-
hold attitudes and perceptions. This argument finds sup-
port in a previous study by Peterson who attempted to build 
a model of preference for the quantitative analysis of 
the perception of the visual appearances of residential 
neighbourhoods (Peterson, 1967, 19-31), In that the 
analysis of the concept of human behaviour requires that 
the data be at the interval level of measurement, a 
scaling technique which was similarly used by Peterson 
was adopted. This technique which is based on the 
Law of Categorical Judgement (Torgeson, 1958) and init-
ially derived from Thurston's Law of Comparative Judge-
ment (Thurston, 1959) was employed to transform the 
original thirty-seven ordinal level responses of the 
questionnaire. This was accomplished by following the 
procedure described in Peterson's doctoral dissertation 
(Peterson, 1965, 165-184). The methodology also employed 
a FORTRAN program written by Wachs who similarly used 
this technique to analyse the statistical relationships 
between the attributes of transportation facilities to 
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which individuals had been exposed and their attitudes 
towards these facilities (Wachs, 1967, 152-154). This 
scaling technique besides being used in the above men-
tioned study by Ermuth has also been used by Horton and 
Reynolds in an investigation concerning the effects of 
urban spatial structure on individual behaviour (Horton 
and Reynolds, 1971, 36-48), The procedure converts the 
ordinal level responses to an interval level of measure-
ment on the basis of "Z" scores. 
The resulting newly transformed variables were 
then incorporated into two oblique factor models to 
provide individual measurements of the three attitude 
scales as well as perceptions of community characteris-
tics in terms of factor scores. This is similar to the 
method employed to yield measurements of social and 
housing space in almost all respects accept for the use 
of oblique rather than orthogonal factor models. 
Unlike the previous orthogonal factor models which 
were used to derived dimension of urban structure, due to 
the nature of the data obtained from the community evalu-
ation survey, it was considered to be more appropriate to 
use oblique factor models to operationalize the concept 
of human behaviour. In addition, the adoption of oblique 
over orthogonal rotational procedures resulted from con-
sideration of a statement concerning the advantages of 
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using oblique factoring techniques, Rummel (Rummel, 
1970, 388) drawing on a previous statement by Cattell 
(Cattell, 1958, 309) points out that oblique rotations 
are advocated on two grounds. The first reason is that 
oblique rotations generate additional information because 
clusters of variables are better defined, leading to less 
difficulty in factor interpretation. Within the context 
of the present investigation, this attribute of oblique 
rotational methods is rather important in allowing a 
more accurate identification of the three attitudes and 
and various perceptions being measured through the clus-
tering of relevant variables from the various scales used 
to operationalize the concept of human behaviour. Secondly, 
oblique factor models generate correlate factors which are 
felt to better represent reality (Rummel, 1970, 338), 
Therefore, justification was found for the use of oblique 
factor models by the identification of correlations between 
the identified factors and the desire to most accurately 
represent reality. 
The two factor models therefore provided measures 
in terms of factor scores of both the attitudes and per-
ceptions of a random sample of respondents within each 
census tract of the study area. In order to obtain a 
suitable measure of human behaviour (ie, attitude and 
perception factors) at a similar aggregate or census 
tract level which could be analysed in terms of its spatial 
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associations with the previously operationalized concept 
of urban structure (ie, social and housing space factors), 
mean area factor scores for each identified factor were 
calculated. This is not to suggest that other descriptive 
statistics could not have been used such as median, mode 
or standard deviations of factor scores within each census 
tract. However, due to the nature of the sample of house-
holds within each census tract, use of mean factor scores 
to summarize both attitudes and perceptions was considered 
to be appropriate. 
The resulting mean area factor scores of both 
household attitudes and perceptions were considered to 
be surrogate measurements of human behaviour. These then 
became input variables for the analysis of the relation-
ships between the two operationally defined concepts of 
urban structure and human behaviour which will be considered 
in terms of the methodology used in the next section. The 
analysis of this relationship rests on the assumption that 
census tracts are considered to be neighbourhoods by re-
sponding households of the community evaluation survey. 
Past research has revealed the lack of consensus concer-
ning what is to be considered as one's neighbourhood (see 
Keller, 1968; Lee, 1963,' Lee, 1968; and Suttles, 1972). 
However, in that census tracts are delimited with consider-
ation for both social homogeneity and recognizable geogra-
phic features (see discussion in Appendix A) it was deemed 
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appropriate to analyse this relationship using census 
tracts as units of observation for both urban structure 
and human behaviour. The conclusions of this exploratory 
t 
investigation will have to be formulated however, in 
light of the limitations of this assumption. 
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Stage Three: 
Analysis of the Relationship Between Urban Structure and 
Human Behaviour 
Stages one and two of the methodology have pro-
duced descriptions of the soci-economic and housing 
characteristics of each census tract as well as descrip-
tions of both the attitudes and perceptions of house-
holds by means of factor scores from four independent 
factor models. These identified dimensions are recog-
nized to be the objective and subjective components of 
urban spatial structure respectively. The third stage 
of the methodology which is considered below concerns 
the analysis of the statistical relationships between 
these two operationalized concepts. The factor model 
output of factor scores has the advantage of allowing the 
testing of various assumptions the writer has concerning 
this relationship through the use of inferential statis-
tical techniques. 
It is generally accepted that perceptions of area 
characteristics and household attitudes within each census 
tract are influenced by both the physical and social 
elements or components of urban spatial structure. 
However, objective and subjective components of urban 
spatial structure are both considered to be mutually 
dependent. In this mutually dependent relationship, 
urban structure influences human behaviour and human 
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behaviour has an influence on urban structure. Returning 
to the example of both suppliers and demanders of urban 
residential space, residential developer decisions are 
influenced by the developer's perception of how consumers 
behave. This is an example of human behaviour's influence 
on urban structure. On the other hand, inter and intra-
urban migrants are only free to make their locational de-
cisions from available locations which is an example of 
the situation where urban structure influences human be-
haviour. Taken togeather, the results of these relation-
ships is the distribution of people and houses or apart-
ments within urban geographic space. 
These considerations have led the writer to reject 
multiple regression analysis as a means of identifying 
these complex relationships. This results from a reluc-
tance to refer to either of the operationalized concepts 
of urban structure or human behaviour as dependent vari-
ables to be explained. In addition, the presence of more 
than two variables in the relationship led to the use of 
a multi-variate technique known as partial correlation 
analysis. This type of analysis yields a partial corre-
lation coefficient which is simply the correlation between 
two variables with either one or more of the other vari-
ables held constant (see King, 1969, 141-142; and Downie 
and Heath, 1970, 119-121). Higher order partial correla-
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tions are difficult to interpret given many variables and 
is therefore not a commonly used geographic tool. However, 
Cox has shown the use of partial correlation analysis for 
causal inference in political geography (Cox, 1968), 
Olsson has also demonstrated the use of partial correla-
tion analysis in a study of migration in Sweden (Olsson, 
1965, 3-43). 
The methodology will therefore attempt to analyse 
variations in both attitudes and perceived area charac-
teristics within each census tract in terms of known 
social and housing components of urban spatial structure 
using partial correlation analysis. No attempt will be 
made to interpret higher order correlations but it is 
concluded that a greater understanding of urban spatial 
structure will be possible through the analysis of this 
complex relationship and that the framework employed can 
similarly be used to provide information on which rational 
planning decisions can be made. 
In summary, this chapter has described a three 
stage methodology which was employed to analyse the rela-
tionship between the operationalized concepts of urban 
structure and human behaviour. The first two stages 
operationalize these two elements of urban spatial 
structure using factor analytic techniques. The third 
stage uses partial correlation analysis to investigate 
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the relations between these two concepts. The results 
of this analysis will now be discussed. 
CHAPTER III 
Factor Model Findings 
The present chapter discusses within four sections-
the results which were obtained when factor analysis was 
applied to various data matricies. The models within the 
first two sections concern the development of the concept 
of urban structure in terms of social and housing space. 
These two orthogonal models utilize census data from the 
1971 census of Canada. The models within the third and 
fourth sections develop the concept of human behaviour 
in terms of household attitudes and perceptions. However, 
unlike the orthogonal models of the first two sections, 
the latter two are oblique factor models which employed 
primary data personally acquired from a community evalu-
ation survey carried out within the major urban centers 
of the Waterloo Region. 
Each model will be considered by identifying the 
nature of the dimensions which emerge from each of the 
four factor models and their geographical distribution 
within the study area. The chapter where appropriate, 
discusses the nature of the factor model which was em-
ployed to aid the reader in understanding how the com-
ponents of urban spatial structure were derived* 
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The Derivation of Social Space 
The basic means of interpretation of the results 
of factor analysis is by a matiix of factor loadings. 
The resulting matrix of factor loadings from a factor 
analysis of twenty-six socio-economic and demographic 
variables (see Appendix B) within each of the forty-two 
census tracts of the study area can be observed in 
* 
Table 3-1. The five resulting significant factors will 
now be individually discussed. The order in which 
these factors are discussed is in terms of the size of 
their individual eigenvalues. 
Factor One: 
The first factor accounts for just over 37.3 per-
cent of the total variance of the initial matrix. In terms 
of the variable loadings on this factor, it can be conclu-
ded to be a social rank dimension due to its polarization 
on education, income and occupation variables. The three 
highest loading variables on this factor concern educa-
tional attainment with high positive loadings for both 
percent tract population with some university training 
and percentage of population with a university degree. 
There is also a high negative loading on percent popula-
tion with less than a grade nine education. Other 
* 
Factors with eigenvalues greater than unity and 
accounting for greater than five percent of the total 
initial variance before factor rotation. 
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Table : 3-1 
Variable 
YOUNG 
OLD 
SINGLE 
MARRIED 
WIDOW 
CANBORN 
PIMM 
MHINC 
NOTATT 
LNINE 
DIPLOMA 
SOMU 
DEGREE 
FPAS 
MUNEMP 
MANAGE 
MLINC 
LANGUAGE 
MAVINC 
AVHINC 
YNGHEAD 
MEDHEAD 
OLDHEAD 
MIGRANT 
FOREIGN 
CHILDREN 
Percent of 
Explanation 
I (RANK) 
.71343 
-.85822 
.71462 
.89103 
.92347 
-.k2236 
37.3 
Social Space Factor Loadings 
II (SLC) III (STAB) IV (INC) 
.96293 
-.94698 
-.84182 
-.92870 
-.88356 
-.89095 
.91125 
.62570 
V(LOWINC) 
.41147 
-.85710 
.65752 
.44812 
.60999 
.45231 
-.46572 
.56439 
.69876 
-.95115 
.69288 
.62586 
.84242 
-.68546 
.64508 
.62921 
.54513 
-.82963 
.58629 
.45383 
18.9 13.5 6.1 3.8 
Figure: 3-1 Geographical Distribution of the First Social Space Factor (Social Rank) 
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variables indicative of social rank with high loadings 
include income earners over $ 15,000 per annum, medium 
income earners as well as percent males who are members 
of the managerial occupation group. In terms of polar-
ization, this dimension describes census tracts along 
a continuum of social rank ranging from those containing 
well educated, upper income and occupation groups through 
to tracts of less well educated, lower income and occupa-
tion groups. 
The distribution of the factor scores of this 
component of social rank can be Been in Figure 3-1, 
Factor scores have been broken dov/n into quartiles ranging 
from high negative to high positive values. The high 
social rank census tracts are found predominently in the 
peripheral portions of the study area including the north 
western portion as well as in the western most census tract 
of the Cambridge portion of the study area. Both of these 
areas are known to have reputations as high social rank 
areas. The highest tracts in terms of social rank are 
found mainly within the northern or Waterloo census tracts. 
These high factor scores .of social rank result from the 
presence of the academic community associated with the 
tv/o universities as well as the large number of people who 
are occupied in high status occupations associated with 
the concentrated build-up of insurance head offices. 
The lowest census tracts on this social rank 
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factor are found in both central and peripheral locations. 
The lowest factor scores are recorded in peripheral 
census tracts which are known to be mainly blue collar 
residential areas which are closest to the principle 
industrial areas of the tri-cities. Low social rank 
areas are also found to be associated with the central 
census tract around the CBD's of both Kitchener and 
Cambridge, 
The study area therefore displays a complex 
pattern of social rank. However, this pattern is a de-
tailed description of communities of varying social ranks 
which was easily obtainable using the descriptive powers 
of the factor ecological method. 
Factor Two: 
The second factor accounts for 18.9 percent of 
the variance with an entirely new set of variables. The 
highest four loadings are percent of population under 15 
(Variable 1; loading ,963), head over 65 (Variable 23; 
loading, -,951), percent over 65 (Variable 2; loading, 
-.947) and percent widowed (Variable 5; loading, -.929) 
as well as fairly high loadings for percent of population 
not attending school full time (Variable 3; loading, -.886), 
percent of population who are single (Variable 3; loading, 
-.842) and percent of household with head who's age is 
25-34 (Variable 22; loading, .699). These are all varia-
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Figure: 3-2 Geographical Distribution of the Second Social Space Factor (Stage in the Life Cycle) 
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bles related to either the age structure of the popula-
tion or marital status. This leads to the conclusion 
that this factor represents the stage in the life cycle 
of the occupants of each census tract. Those census 
tracts which have high negative factor scores on this 
factor are characterized by families of older single 
and widowed community members. On the other hand, areas 
with high positive factor scores on this factor are com-
prised of younger and medium aged families. 
The spatial distribution of this life cycle fac-
tor can be observed in Figure 3*2. It is quite evident 
that areas of older and single people are found predom-
inently within the CBD's of the study area due to the 
high negative factor scores which are found in these 
central census tracts. This is particularly evident 
in the Kitchener portion of the study area and to a 
lesser degree, in the central tracts of Cambridge. The 
one clear inconsistency is the northwestern census tract 
in Waterloo. The location of the two universities within 
this tract would explain this discrepancy. 
Factor Three: 
The third factor to be revealed by the factor 
analysis of social and demographic variables should 
be labelled a community stability dimension. On this 
dimension which explains 13.5 percent of the total 
variance, census tracts are differentiated in terms of 
immigration status and community stability. Census 
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tracts range from those with large proportions of non-
Canadian born immigrants since 1945 and a large propor-
tion of the population who have migrated from outside 
Canada in the last five years as well as census tracts 
with large proportions of intra-urban migrants at one 
end of the scale to those composed of mainly Canadian 
born residents who live in stable residential areas 
with little population change in the last five years. 
Census tracts which score high on this factor 
contain populations with high concentrations of foreign 
born residents (Variable 7; loading, .911) who's prin-
ciple language is neither English nor French (Variable 
18; loading, .693) and who have either migrated from 
outside Canada in the past five years (Variable 25; 
loading, .842) or are living in a different dwelling 
than they occupied five years previous to enumeration 
(Variable 24; loading, .626). Census tracts have 
negative factor scores on this stability dimension 
contain homes of predominently native born Canadians 
(Variable 6; loading, -.891) as well as a less mobile 
population during the census migration period. 
The geographical distribution of this factor 
presents a distinct pattern which can be seen in Figure 
3-3. The highest scoring census tracts on this stability 
* 
Census definition of a non-migrant. 
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Figure: 3-3 Geographical Distribution of the Third Social Space Factor (Community Stability) 
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dimension are found in the southern most portion of the 
study area which is known to contain a large proportion 
of the regions immigrant population as well as the central 
tracts of Kitchener. High positive factor scores on this 
dimension are also found in the western census tracts of 
Waterloo and Kitchener. On the other hand, low and mid-
range factor scores are found in the older more stable 
residential areas in a way which reflects no distinguish-
able pattern. 
Factor Four: 
The fourth factor contains high factor loadings for 
both income and life cycle variables. This factor is how-
ever, of lesser importance in terms of its contribution to 
the total variance of the data matrix. It accounts for 
only 6,1 percent of the total initial variance. It is 
found that unlike the first two dimensions, this factor is 
more specific dividing census tracts of the study area 
according to particular income levels of the residents. 
Census tracts scoring high on thin factor tend 
to contain high proportions of residents with males who 
are members of the managerial occupation group (Variable 
16; loading, ,645), males with incomes over $10,000.00 
(Variable 19; loading, .629), males with incomes over 
$15,000.00 (Variable 8; loading, .626) as well as high 
loadings on average total income per household (Variable 
20; loading, .545). In contrast, census tract which 
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Figure: 34 Geographical Distribution of the Fourth Social Space Factor (Income Status) 
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score low on this factor contain large proportions of 
families with household heads under 25 (Variable 21; 
loading, -.830) and a high female participation rate in 
the labour force (Variable 14; loading, -.686), Although 
the selective nature of the variables used in this anal-
ysis fail to allow definitive conclusions with respect 
to the nature of this dimension, on the basis of the 
above mentioned loadings, it is concluded to describing 
the census tracts of the study area in terms of income 
classes. 
The spatial distribution of this factor is very 
difficult to interpret. It can be observed in Figure 
3-4 that the lowest scoring census tracts which are 
characterized by young low income families are found 
mainly within the central portions of each of the urban 
centers of the study area. The highest scores are found 
within well known high status areas of the tri-cities. 
In addition, outside Waterloo, census tracts which are 
found to be within close proximity of the study areas 
major industrial areas are found to score low on this 
dimension. 
Factor Five: The fifth factor also has significant load-
ings on variables which have traditionally been considered 
to be representative of both social status and life cycle 
position. This not unlike the previous income factor, is 
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Figure 3-5 Geographical Distribution of the Fifth Social Space Factor (Low Income Status) 
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considered to be very specific although it merely accounts 
for 3.8 percent of the total variance of the origional 
variable matrix. The specific aspects of social status 
and position in the life cycle distinguished by this 
factor is the low income or low status of the census 
tracts within the study area. This is clearly demonstra-
ted by high factor loadings on high percentages of males 
over 15 who are unemployed (Variable \3\ loading, .586) 
and males who's annual income is under $1,000,00 (Variable 
17; loading, .454) as well as census tracts with large 
proportions of unmarried residents (Variable 4; loading, 
-.857) who are predominently single (Variable 3j loading, 
.412). 
Census tracts with many single, unemployed,low 
income residents have high positive factor scores on this 
dimension. These tracts can be seen on Figure 3-5 to be 
centrally located with respect to the study areas CBD's 
as well as in well known working class or blue collar 
areas. 
In summary, this section has discussed the five 
orthogonal social space factors which are considered to 
be surrogate measures of the social aspects of urban struc-
ture. The next section will consider the results of a 
similar orthogonal factor model which v/as employed to de-
velop surrogate measures of the housing or structural 
aspects of urban structure. 
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The Derivation of Housing Space 
In order to obtain both an adequate description 
and useable measurement of housing conditions within the 
forty-two census tracts of the tri-cities, an identical 
procedure as the one previously described to obtain 
social space dimensions was employed. This was accom-
plished using census variables pertaining to housing 
characteristics which are individually described in 
Appendix C. In total, fifteen housing characteristic 
variables were employed in the factor model. Table 
3-2 below, which is a 15x3 matrix of factor loadings 
arranged in order of the size of eigenvalues of each 
identified factor which accounts for a minimum of five 
percent of the initial variance was used to interpret 
each factor. The three housing space factors which 
evolved from the model were found to explain 86.4 
percent of the initial variance. The individual inter-
pretation of these factors v/ill now be considered with 
regard to both the dimensions character and geographical 
distribution within the study area. 
Factor One: 
From Table 3-2, it can be seen that the first 
housing space factor accounts for almost half the total 
initial variance (ie. 49.7 percemt). In terms of the 
individual variable loadings on this factor, it is 
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Table; 3-2 Housing Space Factor Loadings 
Variable I (TYPE) II (AGE) III (DEN) 
OWNOCC 
TENOCC 
DETACH 
APART 
MORTGAGE 
LONG 
SHORT 
CONE 
CONL 
FAMHOUo 
PPROOK 
RDWELL 
MEDVAL 
AVRENT 
POPINC 
Percent 
of 
Explan-
ation 
.99113 
-.99154 
.98332 
-.87879 
.38038 
-.45345 
.51291 
.75756 
.82342 
.45517 
.65179 
-.90649 
.76862 
-*67686 
.93033 
.67645 
.73640 
.80862 
49.7 26.4 
-.40860 
-.93192 
.43387 
.42665 
10.3 
concluded to be describing variations in census tracts 
with respect to housing type and tenure. This conclu-
sion is drawn from the polarization on both dwelling and ^ 
occupancy type variables. This polarization is most 
apparent for occupancy type which is seen in the high 
positive loadings for percent dwellings which are owner-
occupied (Variable 1; loading, .991) and high negative 
loading for percent dwellings which are tenant-occupied 
(variable 2; loading, -.992). The polarization of areas 
of varying dwelling types is also significant with per-
cent occupied dwellings which are single detached struc-
tures (Variable 3; loading, .984) having a high positive 
loading while percent occupied dwellings which are in 
apartments loading high in the negative direction (Var-
iable 4; loading, -.879). All other loadings which are 
smaller lead to the labelling of this factor as a resi-
dential type factor due to their corresponding direction-
ality. All positively loading variables are associated 
with single-family, owner occupied residential areas in-
cluding rooms per dwelling (Variable 12; loading, .823), 
families per household(Variable 10; loading, .758), 
percent owner-occupied dwellings reporting a mortgage 
(Variable 5; loading, .580), percent dwellings construc-
ted before 1946 (Variable 8; loading, .513) and medium 
value of owner-occupied dwellings (Variable 13; loading, 
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Figure: 3-6 Geographical Distribution of the First Housing Space Factor (Residential Area Type) 
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.455). Support for this conclusion in the other direc-
tion toward multiple-family, tenant-occupied residential 
area types is revealed by the negative loadings on the 
variable of percent of occupied dwellings which have 
been occupied by the present resident less than one 
year (Variable 7; loading, -.454), In light of support 
from other social science research, that mobility is 
greatest among renters, this conclusion is drawn. 
The geographical distribution of the first 
housing space factor is found to be very distinct as 
demonstrated by Figure 3-6, All the well known single-
family residential districts are found to have high 
positive factor scores including the older Cambridge 
West-Side, Blair Road area, the more recent Forest Hills 
area of Kitchener and the Union, Breigthaupt Park and 
Bridgeport areas in the northemportion of the study 
area. The central census tracts and those within close 
proximity of the major industrial areas including the 
North Elgin section of Cambridge, Highland Road in 
Kitchener and the residential areas closest to the Uni-
versity of Waterloo in the north have high negative 
factor scores on this dimension. These areas are known 
to contain high percentages of multiple-family, tenant-
occupied dwellings. 
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Figure: 3-7 Geographical Distribution of the Second Housing Space Factor (Community Age Structure) 
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Factor Two: 
The second housing space factor explaining 26,4 
percent of the total initial variance is found to be 
delimiting census tracts according to the age of 
structures. The dimension differentiates census tracts 
by the period of the construction of the houses (Variable 
9; loading, ,930) and (Variable 8; loading, -,677) as well 
as by the length of occupancy of each dwelling at the 
time of enumeration (Variable 7; loading, -.907) and 
(Variable 6; loading, ,769). Length of occupancy reflects 
the age of a structure in that recent subdivisions have 
only been occupied for short periods prior to the census. 
Another variable which aids in the identification of this 
neighbourhood age structure dimension is the percentage 
population increase from 1966 to 1971 which similarly 
discriminates areas of recent growth (Variable 15; 
loading, .809). In addition, in light of recent devel-
opment trends towards a greater proportion of new dwellings 
being of a multi-family variety, this would account for 
the significant loadings on variables such as percent 
owner-occupied dwellings reporting a mortgage (Variable 
5; loading, ,652), the average rent of tenant-occupied 
dwellings (Variable 14; loading, .736) and the median 
value of owner-occupied dwellings (Variable 13; loading, 
.677). 
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Figure 3-8 Geographical Distribution of the Third Housing Space Factor (Residential Area Quality) 
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The spatial distribution of this residential age 
structure factor can be observed in Figure 3-7• Central 
census tracts of the study area have negative factor 
scores which are indicative of older residential areas. 
On the other hand, peripheral census tracts known to 
be the locations of recent residential developments 
are found to have have positive factor scores indicating 
younger neighbourhoods. 
Factor Three: 
The third housing space factor distinguishes 
census tracts on a quality or density dimension. This 
conclusion results from the polarization of housing 
characteristic variables such as persons accomodated per 
room (Variable 11; loading, -*932) and families per 
household (Variable 10; loading,-*409) with the previously 
mentioned dwelling cost variable (Variable 13; loading, 
.427) and the number of rooms per dwelling (Variable 12; 
loading 434). Although this dimension accounts for only 
10.3 percent of the total initial variance, when it is 
observed with regard to its geographical distribution 
in Figure 3-8, it is found to point out many of the well 
to do residential areas within the study area 
which contain larger and more spacious housing conditions. 
Areas with negative factor scores on this dimension are 
known to contain residential conditions which display 
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greater crowding relative to other parts of the study 
area. 
In summary, this section has discussed the three 
housing space factors which were developed using an or-
thogonal factor model which incorporated dwelling and 
living condition census variables. The resulting fac-
tors are considered to be adequate surrogate measures 
of the housing or structural aspects of urban structure. 
The next section will consider the results of the oblique 
factor models which v/ere employed to develop the concept 
of human behaviour in terms of both household attitudes 
and perceptions within each census tract of the study area. 
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The Derivation of Household Attitudes 
In order that selected attitudes of households 
within different rr .idort' /"* environments could be 
measured, an oblique factor model incorporating data 
from a community evaluation survey was employed. The 
attitudes v/hich were measured included 1) the degree 
of local spatial identification derived from Glazer's 
Cosmopolitan-Local Scale (Glazer, 1963; 2) social in-
teraction patterns derived from Seashore's Group Cohes-
iveness Scale (Miller, 1970); and 3) the lack of neigh-
bourhood integration or the degree of isolation v/hich is 
from Srole'c Anomia Scale (Srole, 1956). All three of 
these scales v/ere modified by Ermuth for the Des Moines 
study (Ermuth, 1974), These three sociological scales are 
operational formulations of the concepts of a household's 
degree of local territorial identification, social in-
teraction patterns and degree of isolation respectively. 
Within the framework of the study they are assumed to 
provide adequate surrogate measures for human behaviour 
v/hich can be statistically analysed in relation to the 
previously operationalized concept of urban structure. 
Each of these attitude scales had previously 
satisfied various criteria of unidimensionality. It 
was therefore assumed that the factor model would re-
veal throe dimensions, each describing one of the three 
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attitude scales. As previously mentioned, an oblique 
factor model was employed. However, beyond the previous 
arguments for the use of oblique rotational procedures, 
there is also found to be another benefit in its use 
in the present study. This will be considered in the 
evaluation of the factors which emerged. 
Interpretation of the Oblique Attitude Factors 
The interpretation of the factors which resulted 
from an oblique factor analysis of the nineteen attitude 
questions of the community evaluation survey has drawn 
on the previous discussions of the technique by both 
Harman and Rummel (Harman, 1967; and Rummel, 1970), Un-
like standard factor techniques employing orthogonal 
rotations, oblique models generate both factor structure 
and factor pattern matricies, which have to be individual-
ly considered in evaluating the rotation. The resulting 
matricies from the analysis of the nineteen attitude 
questions can be seen in Table 3-3, Both pattern and 
structure loadings are presented while the factor loadings 
of the structure matrix for each particular question, 
is contained in Appendix D, The pattern matrix is best 
for determining the cluster of variables defined by 
oblique factors (Rummel, 1970, 399), These loadings 
measure the dependence of the variables on the different 
factors (Cattell, 1962, 679-680) and.have been suggested 
to be in a sense, regression coefficients of the variables 
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on the factors (Rummel, 1970, 399) defining simple struc-
ture basic to oblique factor interpretation. On the other 
hand, the loadings of the structure matrix do not delineate 
simple structure, and their main value is in measuring the 
variance of each variable jointly accounted for by a 
particular factor and the interaction effects of that 
factor with the others (Harman, 1967, 284-285). 
The model's ability to clearly distinguish the 
three attitudes by only having questions from each scale 
load on separate factors did not occur as expected. Not 
only are the loadings observed in Table 3-3 smaller than 
the loadings in the Des Moines study (Ermuth, 1974, 37) but 
it is also found that not all variables describing a house-
hold's degree of local territorial identification were sig-
nificant and one loaded moderately on the factor considered 
to distinguish the attitude of social interaction. This 
discrepancy is partially explained by the way the previous 
study considered larger areas by combining census tracts. 
The present investigations more specific nature by consi-
dering individual census tracts would partially explain 
these smaller loadings. In summary however, given the 
previously demonstrated reliability and validity of the 
three attitude scales and tho clustering of specific 
variables within the pattern matrix, the factors v/hich 
were derived are considered to adequately describe variations 
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Table: 3-3 
* 
Variable 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 17 
18 19 
Oblique Primary Factors of Nineteen Attitude Questions From Three 
Well Known Sociological Attitude Scales 
Pattern Loadings 
I (LTI) II (SIP) III (DI) 
Structure Loadings 
I (LTI) II (SIP) III (DI) 
.58349 ** 
.61485 
-.51812 
.44755 
-48317 
-.70820 
-.79423 
-.66616 
.53581 
.67542 
.47610 
.50024 
.64733 
.40428 
.65833 
-.51715 
.50600 
.48588 
-.52563 
.41480 
-.74482 
-.78900 
-.68761 
.43638 
.54931 
.67246 
.49132 
.60204 
Variable numbers correspond with question numbers of the Community 
Evaluation Survey (see Appendix A), 
** Only loadings greater than ,40 are included in the table. 
in the three attitudes within the forty-two census tracts 
of the study area. 
The loadings found in the first three factors 
derived from the oblique factor model are found to be 
composed of clusters of variables from each of the 
three sociological scales. This was of course what was 
initially suspected given the previously demonstrated 
unidimentionality of each attitude scale. In that the 
pattern matrix defines the simple structure configura-
tion and is basic for substantively interpreting the 
oblique factors (Rummel, 1970, 401), these significant 
loadings which are specific to each attitude scale have 
been simply interpreted as representing these scales. 
The first factor is found to be measuring the 
local territorial identification of individual households 
within various census tracts of the study area. This factor 
measures the degree to v/hich household's identify with 
their local areas. The second factor measures a house-
hold's social interaction pattern. Lastly, the third fac-
tor is concluded to measure a household's degree of isola-
tion living within various census tracts. 
These three factors represent 40.4 percent of the 
total variance of the origional data matrix. All the 
other factors were excluded on the basis of their low 
eigenvalues or small percentage of explanation. In order 
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Figure: 3-9 Geographical Distribution of the Attitude of Local Territorial Identification (LTI) 
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to obtain a measure of each factor within each census 
tract of the study area, moan factor scores were calcu-
lated and can be seen in Appendix E. This table summar-
izes each attitude within each of the forty-two census 
tracts. The distribution of these three household at-
titudes in terms of mean census tract factor scores 
will now be considered. 
Geographical Distribution of Household Attitudes 
Local Territorial Identification: 
The geographical distribution of this attitude 
dimension can be easily seen in Figure 3-9. A low factor 
score on this dimension of local territorial identifica-
tion is indicative of greater identification with other 
areas rather than just a household's local area, A 
high score on this dimension indicates household's who 
identify more strongly v/ith their local area. The lowest 
scores are found to be located in the central tract of 
Kitchener and Cambridge, These census tracts therefore con-
tain a majority of households that tend to have limited iden-
tification v/ith their local area relative to the rest of 
the community. On the other hand, the highest scores 
are recorded in the less central tracts and areas remote 
from industrial and commercial land uses. These are 
areas of stronger local spatial identification. 
Social Interaction Patterns: 
The second identified factor delimits census 
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Figure: 3-10 Geographical Distribution of the Attitude of Social Interaction Patterns (SIP) 
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tracts of the study area according to the level of social 
interaction amongst area households. The spatial distri-
bution of mean factor scores of social interaction pat-
terns can be seen in Figure 3-10, Census tracts with 
high levels of social interaction between households 
are found to have high factor scores on this dimension. 
Census tracts with low scores are characterized by 
relatively little amounts of social interaction. The 
map illustrates that census tracts which are perceived 
by their residents to have limited social cohesiveness 
are found to be both central and peripheral. However, 
the lowest scores on this dimension are found in the 
central tract of Kitchener containing the largest pro-
portion of the CBD. Areas with greater levels of social 
cohesiveness are mainly within peripheral tracts inclu-
ding high scores in the Bridgeport census tract* This 
is also true for the more affluent census tracts in 
Cambridge as well as the residential district adjacent 
to Centenial Park in Kitchener, a well established middle-
class residential district. 
Degree of Isolation: 
The third factor delimits census tracts accor-
ding to the degree of alienation perceived by households. 
Census tracts with high mean factor scores on this factor 
contain a majority of households who do not feel isolated 
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F igure: 3-11 Geographical Distribution of the Attitude of Degree of Isolation (DI) 
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from the rest of the households within their area. On 
the other hand, census tracts with low mean area factor 
scores on this dimension contain households v/ho feel iso-
lated from their neighbours and rather insecure within 
their present environment. The highest scores which can 
be observed in Figure 3-11 are found in the well to do 
suburbs including Cambridge's West-Side as well as the 
Union Street, Westmount and Lakeshore Village census 
tracts of Waterloo, These are considered to be the 
higher status tracts of the study area and usually con-
tain socially and economically homogenous populations v/hich 
should lead to lower degrees of alienation. 
Lower mean area factor scores on this dimension 
are found in both central and peripheral census tracts 
which makes it very difficult to interpret. Further 
consideration v/ill be given to this factor when considering 
its spatial association with both measures of social and 
housing conditions within various residential environments 
of the study area. 
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The Derivation of Household Perceptions 
An oblique factor analysis was performed on 
household responses to a list of questions related to the 
social and physical characteristics of the area in which 
the respondent's dwelling was located. The elicited 
responses were also at the ordinal level of measurement 
requiring transformations and the characteristics which 
were considered can be seen in Appendix F. Unlike the 
previously determined objective dimensions of social 
and housing space however, the analysis was concluded 
to reveal measures of subjective social and physical 
space due to the use of perceived area characteristic 
variables rather than actual census variables. The 
results of the factor analysis are summarized in Table 
3-4 which includes only loadings which were found to be 
greater than .400. The resulting significant factors 
with eigenvalues greater than 1,0 and explain a minimum 
of 5,0 percent of the initial total variance will be 
individually discussed. 
The first factor essentially concerns the quality 
of the area with regard to the physical characteristics 
within each census tract. This conclusion is based on 
the finding that high pattern loadings were observed 
for the separation of unlike land uses (Variable 17; 
loading, -.657), the cleanliness of the area (Variable 
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6; loading, -.623), the condition of the streets (Variable 
7; loading, -.565 as well as other variables directly 
concerned with aesthetic conditions within each census 
tract. This factor is therefore concluded to be a 
measure of perceived physical quality and its magnitude 
in terms of factor scores within each census tract can 
be observed in Appendix 6. 
The second factor which emerged from the oblique 
model measures perceived accessibility for each census 
tract of the study area. This results from observed 
high pattern loadings for both perceived ease of getting 
to other places (Variable 14; loading, -.811) and per-
ceived quality of public transportation (Variable 18; 
loading, -.602). 
The third factor delimits census tracts on the 
basis of quality of public services excluding public 
transportation. This conclusion is drawn from the 
finding that the highest pattern loadings are for the 
variables of an areas quality of fire and police pro-
tection as well as the condition of the areas schools 
(Variables 11,12,10; loadings, .822. .620 and .488 re-
spectively). 
The last factor to be considered is "concluded 
to be measuring social quality rather than physical 
quality as previously found in the first factor. This 
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Figure: 3-12 Distribution of Perceived Neighbourhood Physical Quality (PHY) 
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Oblique Primary Factors of the Eighteen Questions Rating Perceived Area 
Characteristics By Households 
Table: 3-4 
* 
Variable 
1 
2 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
## 
Acronymn 
PRIVATE 
QUIET 
FRIEND 
REPTN 
PEOPLE 
CLEAN 
STREETS 
SPACE 
TRAFFIC 
SCHOOLS 
FIRE 
POLICE 
PARKS 
ACCESS 
CONDITN 
NATURE 
SEPARATE 
TRANS 
I 
(PHY) 
-.40108 
-.57097 
-.62318 
-.56486 
-.45989 
-.55196 
-.65722 
Pattern Loadings 
II III 
(ACC) (SERV) 
* # * 
-.81114 
-.60145 
.48813 
.82146 
.61990 
Structure Loadings 
IV I II III IV 
(SOC) (PHY) (ACC) (SERV) (SOC) 
.41645 -.59680 
-.66972 
.73981 
.46198 -.64740 
.59077 -.58023 
-.77296 
-.60499 
-.56431 
-.41932 
-.67131 
.55610 
.70527 
-.40269 
-.81324 
-.62437 
.41590 
.5kl83 
.82352 
.68694 
.40141 
.61081 
.53009 
.70763 
.67745 
.73784 
.54385 
.51290 
.44510 
.51546 
.42147 
Variable numbers refer to question number 20 of the Community Evaluation Survey 
(see Appendix A). 
*# 
Taken from Appendix F. 
*»* Only loadings greater than .40 are included in the table. 
finding results from observed high pattern loadings 
for the perceived friendliness of the people in each 
area (Variable 3; loading, ,740), the perception of the 
kind of people living within each area (Variable 5; 
loading, ,591)| the perceived reputation of each area 
(Variable 4; loading, ,462) as well as the perceived 
privacy of each census tract (Variable 1; loading, 
.417). 
The geographical distribution of the perceived 
quality of area physical characteristics can be seen 
in Figure 3-12, Census tracts which have negative factor 
scores on this dimension have a lack of separation of 
unlike land uses, streets which are in relatively poor 
condition and rank low relative to other areas of the 
tri-cities with respect to perceived cleanliness of the 
area. Census tracts which have high positive factor scores 
on this dimension are the opposites of those mentioned 
above. The former are mostly concentrated in the central 
tracts with low scores also being recorded in peripheral 
tracts which are known to be near industrial, commercial 
and institutional land uses. 
The second perceived area characteristic factor 
is easily distinguishable in terms of its geographical 
distribution. This can be seen in Figure 3-13. All 
central tracts are perceived to be very accessible 
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Figure 3-13 Distribution of Perceived Neighbourhood Accessibil i ty (ACC) 
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F igure 3-14 Distribution of Perceived Neighbourhood Services (SERV) 
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by responding households which is demonstrated by high pos-
itive factor scores. Peripheral tracts on the other hand, 
have negative factor scores on this dimension. However, 
two high positive factor scores are found in peripheral tracts 
which at the surface would be considered to be counter to this 
argument. These are explainable due to the unique situations 
in these tracts. The positive factor score in the west cen-
tral tract comprised of the Laurentian and Kingswood residen-
tial areas results from the influence of the study areas major 
regional shopping plaza on the perceptions of households who 
live in this census tract as well as its position v/ith respect 
to the study areas major north-south expressway. Similarly, 
the high positive factor score for this accessibility dimen-
sion in the large northeastern census tract which is the Hes-
peler portion of Cambridge, is explained in terms of the 
recent success of Cambridge's new dial-a-bus system as well 
as the census tracts proximity to the MacDonald Cartier 
Freeway running in an east west direction. Additional 
support comes from this areas proximity to the major com-
mercial ribbon in the southern portion of the study area 
which has been surpassing the CBD for retail activities in 
recent years. 
The geographical distribution of responding 
households1 perceptions of the quality of services such 
as fire, police and schools can be seen in Figure 3-14. 
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r F igure 3-15 Distribution of Perceived Neighbourhood Social Quality (SOC) 
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High negative factor scores on this dimension indicate 
census tracts where households feel their is adequate 
provision of these services. The pattern reveals that 
peripheral or suburban census tracts consider these 
services to be adequate in almost all cases accept for 
those tracts which are known to contain more recent 
high desnsity developments. Positive scores on this 
factor which are observed in both central and peripheral 
census tracts are indicative of dissatisfaction with 
the provision of these services by area residents. 
Lastly, the spatial distribution of responding 
households' perception of the social quality of vari-
ous residential districts in terms of the kind and 
friendliness of people as well as the reputation and 
privacy of each area can be observed in Figure 3-15. 
Negative factor scores indicate higher levels of satis-
faction with social quality and demonstrate again the 
presence of a central-peripheral polarization accept 
for census tracts of recent growth. 
In summary, this chapter has described the 
study area in terms of both objective and subjective 
components of urban spatial structure through the op-
erationalization of the two concepts of urban structure 
and human behaviour. Using the technique of factor 
analysis, five social and three housing space components 
of urban structure have been measured. Similarly, three 
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specific attitudes and four perceptions of households 
were measured which are considered to be useable 
surrogate measures for the concept of human behaviour. 
These concepts are in a form which will allow the an-
alysis of their spatial associations using inferential 
statistical techniques in order to gain a greater 
understanding of the total aspect of urban spatial 
structure. It is the analysis of these spatial 
associations to which we now turn. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Analysis of the Relationship Between 
Urban Structure and Human Behaviour 
In the previous chapter, measures of both the 
operationalized concepts of urban structure and human 
behaviour were derived for the forty-two census tracts 
of the study area. This was accomplished through the 
use of both orthogonal and oblique factor models. These 
models provided surrogate measures in terms of factor 
scores for both objective dimensions of urban spatial 
structure including: 
1. Residential area type (TYPE) 
2. Residential area dwelling age structure (AGE) 
3. Residential area quality or density (DEN) 
4. Social rank (RANK) 
5. Stage in life cycle (SLC) 
6. Community stability (STAB) 
7. Income status (INC) 
8. Low income status (LOWINC) 
and sujective dimension including: 
1. Local territorial identification (LTI) 
2. Social interaction patterns (SIP) 
3. Degree of isolation (DI) 
4. Perceived area physical quality (PHY) 
5. Perceived area accessabllity (ACC) 
6. Perceived quality of area services (SERV) 
7. Perceived area social quality (SOC) 
which describe the situation within each of the forty-two 
census tracts of the study area. It is the purpose of 
the present chapter to analyse the relationship between 
these objective and subjective components of urban spatial 
structure by multivariate analysis of the relationships 
between these various factor scores. Reluctance to 
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Table: 4-1 Simple Correlation Matrix of all Input Variables of Both 
Objective and Subjective Dimensions of Urban Spatial Structure 
TYPE 
AGE 
DEN 
LTI 
SIP 
DI 
PHY 
ACC 
SERV 
SOC 
RANK 
SLC 
STAB 
INC 
LOWINC 
TYPE AGE DEN LTI SIP DI 
* .00 .01 .48 .29 .51 
* .01 .15 -.14 .18 
* -.01 -.03 .13 
* .63 .73 
* .37 
* 
PHY ACC SERV SOC 
.61 -.12 -.39 -.48 
.22 .00 -.19 -.05 
-.05 .06 .10 -.09 
.68 .11 -.65 -.85 
.45 -.06 -.55 -.61 
.63 -.03 -.45 -.68 
* -.16 -.64 -.84 
* -»34 -.01 
* .66 
* 
RANK SLC 
.06 .40 
.53 .66 
.63-.55 
.22 .20 
.05-.06 
.31 .22 
.16 .39 
.02-.12 
-.14-.26 
-.25-.09 
• .00 
# 
STAB INC LOWINC 
-.49 .59 -.16 
.29 -.04 -.07 
-.05 .32 .18 
-.35 .25 -.31 
-.20 .20 -.34 
-.07 .36 -.10 
-.35 .29 -.35 
.13 -.03 -.11 
.14 -.26 .39 
.40 -.25 .35 
.00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 
* .00 .00 
* -.01 
# 
accept the existance of any direct causal relation 
between these components led to the use of partial 
correlation analysis which has only seen limited use 
in geographic research (see Cox, 1968, 111-127). 
Correlations Amongst Input Variables 
The initial relationships between all of the 
input variables can be seen in Table 4-1 which is a 
simple correlation matrix of all the input variables 
to be used in the partial correlation model. Due to the 
use of orthogonal factor models to derive both social 
and housing space components of urban spatial structure, 
these factors are individually uncorrelated although 
correlations exist between these separate dimensions 
of urban spatial structure. The lntercorrelations 
amongst the dimensions of objective social and housing 
space are moderately high along expected lines. The 
most significant was the relationship betv/een dwelling 
age structure (AGE) and the dimension discriminating 
census tracts on the basis of the stage in the life 
cycle of its residents (SLC, r= .66). This relation-
ship between the ages of both households and their neigh-
bourhoods is easily explained as is the moderately high 
positive relationship between the age structure of res-
idential districts and the social rank of the areas 
households (RANK, r = .53). The relationship between 
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an areas residential character and the social position 
and stage in the life cycle of its residents would 
account for these observed correlations. Similarly, 
the lack of large amounts of migration within well es-
tablished single-family residential districts would 
account for the moderate negative correlation between 
the residential area type variable (TYPE) and the fac-
tor measuring community stability (STAB, r =-.49). 
The moderately positive correlation between residential 
area type (TYPE) and the factor describing census tracts 
according to the income status of its residents (INC, 
r = .59) is also explained in terms of both magnitude 
and direction on the basis of common knowledge of the 
patterns of social stratification in various residential 
neighbourhoods. Higher income households simpler can 
more easily afford to live in single-family, owner-
occupied residential districts. On the other hand, 
lower income households are restricted in terms of both 
the type and locations of homes they can acquire. 
There is also found to be a moderately high pos-
itive correlation between the input variables of social 
rank (RANK) and residential area quality (DEN, r = .63) 
which as previously described, distinguishes census 
tracts according to their level of crowdedness or 
density. This relationship suggests that with decreasing 
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factor scores of residential quality in terms of crow-
ding which is indicative of smaller homes with larger 
numbers of persons per room, there is a corresponding 
decrease in social rank factor scores which distinguish 
census tracts of poorly educated or less affluent house-
holds. Similarly, there is found to be a moderately 
negative correlation (r = -.55) between the residential 
quality factor (DEN) and the input variable of stage in 
the life cycle (SLC). Residential areas which score 
high on this social space continuum contain younger 
aged households. Therefore, as the ages of household 
heads decrease, the scores on this housing space con-
tinuum of overcrowdedness increase giving rise to this 
moderately negative correlation. 
These correlations among the nine input variables 
of objective dimensions of social and housing space are 
all found to be of both magnitudes and directions which 
are interpreted mainly in terms of the level of income 
required to allow household to own their own homes 
within the much sought after residential tracts charac-
terized by predominently single-family dwellings. To 
assume that these variables would be independent would 
be erroneous. Therefore, the separation of objective 
dimensions of urban structure into both the concepts 
of housing and social space through the use of two 
similtaneous orthogonal factor models was intended to 
reflect the writer's desire to have correlated variables. 
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The use of partial correlation analysis allowed 
the control of this situation of correlated input vari-
ables. In analysing the relationship between the oper-
ationalized concepts of urban structure and human behav-
iour, only those correlation of the partial correlation 
model which yield the greatest departures from zero-
order partial correlations will be discussed. Unless 
otherwise stated, all significance tests were carried 
out at the .05 level of confidence. 
Findings 
Correlations between both attitudinal dimensions 
v/ithin each census tract (ie. factors of household atti-
tudes) and the perceptions of people who reside in var-
ious census tracts (ie. factors of household perceptions) 
with the objective dimensions of urban structure (ie. fac-
tors of both social and housing space) can be seen in 
Table 4-1. They are found to be low to moderate in terms 
of explanation achieved with no high correlations being 
observed. The relationship between the objective dimen-
sions of urban structure and the attitudes of individuals 
within various tracts will first be discussed. This will 
be followed by a discussion of the relationships between 
operationalized objective dimensions of urban structure 
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and measures of the way in which households living within 
various census tracts perceive the social and physical 
characteristics of tho areas in which their homes are 
located. 
The Relationship Between Urban Structure and Household 
Attitudes 
Initially, it can be observed in Table Z|-1 that 
the correlations between measures of urban structure and 
the three household attitudes which were derived from the 
community evaluation survey are moderate to low. There 
were however, three correlations of housing space factors 
and five social space factors which were significantly 
correlated with household attitude factors. 
The first significant relationship to be considered 
is between residential area type (TYPE) and the degree 
to which households living within various census tracts 
identify v/ith their local areas (LTI), The relationship 
is is moderately positive (r = .48). Both the overall 
magnitude and direction of this relationship reveal that 
there is an influence on the way households identify with 
their local area by the residential character or dwelling 
makeup. Due to the positive correlation, it can be sug-
gested that residents of areas with higher proportions 
of single-family, owner-occupied dwellings have greater 
degrees of local identity than residents of multiple-
family, tenant-occupied residential districts. Similarly, 
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there is also found to be low to moderate positive cor-
relations between the factors of residential area type (TYPE) 
and the social interaction patterns (SIP) of an area's res-
idents and their degree of isolation (DI) with correlation 
coefficients of .30 and .51 respectively. All of the other 
correlations between measures of housing space and house-
hold attitudes were found to be below the .05 significance 
level. 
The first relationship between the type of struc-
tures in an area and the attitudes of households towards 
social interaction reveals that to a low but significant 
degree, areas which are dominated by owner-occupied, single-
family dwellings contain households which are very cohesive 
characterized by relatively high levels of social interaction. 
On the other hand, residential areas on the opposite end of 
this residential continuum of dwelling types have a more 
limited level of social interaction with other households 
in their neighbourhood. The second relationship between 
the dominent type of housing structures in an area and 
the attitude of households towards how isolated they feel 
within their neighbourhood, also provides insight into 
this complex relationship between the objective and 
subjective components of urban spatial structure. 
Households which are in residential areas which are 
best represented by peripheral owner-occupied, single-
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family profiles have limited feelings of isolation towards 
the immediate areas where their homes are located. This 
moderate and positive correlation between these two fac-
tors also indicates that households living within the 
residential areas at the other end of the continuum 
do not have high degrees of measured security. 
Of the five significant statistical relation-
ships between objective dimensions of social space and 
the attitudes of households living within various 
environments, the highest was found to be between the 
independent variable for income status (INC) and the 
degree of isolation felt by an areas residents (DI). 
The correlation coefficient of this relationship was 
found to be .36. This low but significant statistical 
relationship also reveals part of the complex nature 
of the relationship between urban structure and human 
behaviour. It indicates that census tracts which score 
high on this social space factor and therefore contain 
high proportions of residents with substantial incomes 
do not feel isolated within their own residential area. 
On the other hand, census tracts with a majority of 
households with lower income status are more insecure or 
isolated from the other resident of their neighbourhood. 
This is deemed to be complimentary to the previous finding 
of a significant relationship between the factor of degree 
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of isolation felt by households and the residential area 
type factor. This results from the moderate correlation 
between these two factors of urban structure which has 
previously been discussed, 
rihere is also found to be a significant correla-
tion (r = ,31) betv/een the social rank of a census tract 
(RANK) and the degree of isolation perceived by the resi-
dents of the tract. The direction of this relationship 
suggest that v/ith increasing objective measures of social 
rank, census tracts have a majority of households who feel 
less isolated from their neighbours than households in 
census tracts of lower social rank. 
There are also three low negative correlations 
between objective measures of housing space and house-
hold attitudes. The first of these significant relation-
ships is a low negative correlation (r =-,35) between 
the factor describing community stability (STAB) and the 
degree of local territorial identification. Census tracts 
which have high factor scores on this continuum of commun-
ity stability are known to contain low percentages of 
Canadian born households and high percentages of residents 
who have recently migrated from another part of the study 
area or else another country. Therefore, the negative 
correlation would indicate that households with these 
tracts identify less v/ith their local areas than residents 
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living within well established and relatively more stable 
census tracts. This is not to suggest that the foreign 
born or ethnic influence is causing this low level of 
local identification. This may be the case, but the 
present model, due to its aggregate nature, cannot provide 
a definitive answer to this question. The v/riter's 
knowledge of the area v/ould suggest that the ethnic in-
fluence is minimal relative to the length of residence 
aspect of this question. 
The two remaining negative correlations are be-
tween the last social space factor of low income status 
(LOWINC) and the measures of both the attitudes of local 
territorial identification and social interaction patterns 
of households within various census tracts. These corre-
lations are found to be -,31 and -,34 respectively. 
Tracts with low income status are characterized by large 
percentages of unemployed, single, low income households. 
These same tracts are found to have both low degrees of 
local territorial identification and low degrees of social 
interaction. 
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The Influence of Urban Structure on the Perceptions of 
Households Towards Social And Physical Characteristics 
of Their Environments 
This section v/ill consider the significant re-
lationships between factors of objective dimensions of 
urban structure and factors of household perceptions 
which are obtained from the partial correlation model. 
This surrogate measure of human behaviour was derived 
to allow this investigation of the statistical relation-
ships between urban structure and human behaviour. All 
possible correlations can be seen in Table 4-1 and only 
relationships which are significant beyond the .05 
confidence level will be discussed. 
In review, the operationalization of the concept 
of human behaviour in terms of the perceptions of house-
holds living v/ithin various residential environments led 
to the development of four measures of household percep-
tions including 1) the physical quality of a residential 
area (PHY); 2) the accessability of residential areas 
(ACC); 3) the quality of public services within residen-
tial areas (SERV); and 4) the perceived social character 
of a census tract (SOC). Initially, the most obvious 
correlation is found between the residential area type 
(TYPE) of an area and the perception of the physical 
quality of an area (PHY, r = .61). This moderately high 
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positive correlation indicates that in residential areas 
which have high factor scores on this housing space con-
tinuum having large proportions of single-family, owner-
occupied dwellings, there is a very positive perception 
towards the cleanliness of an area and the way land uses 
are separated providing quiet and private living surroun-
dings. On the other hand, as you move lower on this 
residential area continuum, people are less favourably 
disposed to the physical aspects of their residential 
environments. In addition, the residential area type of 
a census tract is also found to be low but significantly 
and negatively correlated with the perceptions of house-
holds to both the public services and social quality of 
the areas in which they live. The zero-order partial 
correlation coefficients for these relationships are 
-.39 and -.48 respectively. 
The magnitude and direction of the first of these 
two relations reveals that people living within residen-
tial areas composed of predominently single-family, owner-
occupied homes have high proportions of households who 
rate the police, fire and school services in their areas 
highly relative to other areas. Similarly, residents with-
in census tracts dominated by tenant-occupied, multiple-
family structure have a poorer perception of the same 
services in their residential areas. Secondly, households 
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living within these same areas of the study area perceive 
the social quality of their residential areas to be 
lower than in other areas of the tri-cities. 
Other relationships between the objective dimen-
sions of housing space and perceptions of households to-
wards the social and physical characteristics of the en-
vironments in which they reside v/ere not found to be 
significant. This would suggest that there is no rela-
tionship between the age structure of residential areas, 
their quality in terms of crowdedness and the perceptions 
of households of the social and physical components of 
their residential environments. 
There are also found to be significant relation-
ships between objective dimensions of social space and 
the way in which households perceive their environments. 
The most significant of these is between the independent 
variable of community stability and the way in which 
households perceive the social quality of the residential 
area in v/hich they reside (r = ,40), This moderately 
positive correlation reveals that residents who rank their 
areas to be poor in terms of social quality such as 
friendliness and type of people living there are found 
to be low on the continuum measuring community stability. 
This indicates that the high proportion of non-Canadian 
born residents or the high percentage of mobility v/ithin 
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these tracts is influencing the perception of the social 
quality of the tract which is held by residents. 
Perceived social quality is also found to be re-
lated to the dimension measuring the spatial distribution 
of low income households within the tri-cities (r = .35). 
Census tracts which have high factor scores on this dimen-
sion of social space contain large percentages of single, 
unemployed, low income households. These census tracts 
also contain high proportions of households who ranked 
their areas low in terms of social quality relative to 
other parts of the study area. 
Each census tract's perception of public services 
(SERV) was also found to be positively related to the low 
income status of a census tract (LOWINC, r = ,39) and 
negatively related to both income status (INC, r =-,26) 
and the stage in the life cycle factor (SLC, r =-,26). 
Therefore, people who perceive their areas to be poor 
in terras of public service provision such as schools, fire 
and police protection are definitely low income areas 
with high proportions of younger, low to medium income 
households. 
In addition, respondents' perceptions of the physi-
cal characteristics of thoir residential areas were found to 
be significantly related to all dimensions of social space 
accept for social rank (RANK), This particular perception 
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v/as found to be positively related to both stage in the 
life cycle (SLC, r = ,39) and income status (INC, r =.29) 
as well as negatively related to measures of community 
stability (STAB, r =-,35) and the low income status factor 
(LOWINC, r =-,35). This leads to the conclusion that 
census tracts containing households which rank the physical 
character of their residential districthighly, are older 
and higher income households. On the other hand, those 
households which are critical of the physical quality of 
their residential areas contain households containing high 
proportions of single adults who are unemployed. These 
tracts also have the social quality of containing high 
proportions of new Canadians in less well established 
residential districts. 
Lastly, there was found to be no significant 
relationship betv/een objective measures of social space 
and the way in which households' perceive the accessibility 
of the census tracts in v/hich they live. 
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Partial Correlation Analysis of the Relationship Between 
Objective Measures of Social and Housing Space and the 
Attitudes of Households Living Within Various Urban 
Environments 
Partial correlation analysis was employed to 
bring some order in investigating the relationship be-
tv/een urban structure and human behaviour. This results 
from the fact that partial correlation analysis furnishes 
an investigator with a single measure of the association 
of tv/o variables while controlling the effect of some or 
all of the other variables in the relationship under inves-
tigation. This type of analysis allows the investigator to 
identify spurious relationships, intervening variables and 
even to make causal inferences (Blalock, 1964). 
Table 4-2 reveals only first and second-order 
partial correlation coefficients which have the largest 
departures from zero-order correlations. The previous 
section pointed out that all three household attitudes 
were found to be significantly related to the factor of 
residential area type (TYPE). The table reveals that all 
three of these statistical relationships decreased when 
similtaneous controls for both community stability and 
income status within each census tract were applied. 
However, it is revealed that no first-order partial 
eliminates the statistical significance of the relation-
ships between measures of residential area types and the 
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Table:4-2 Correlations Between Factors of Objective Urban Structure and 
Measures of Attitudes of Household Within Various Census Tracts 
Residential Area Type Dwelling Age Structure Residential Area Quality 
(TYPE) (AGE) (DEN) 
Simple Partial3 Partial4 
Corre- Corre- Corre-
lation lation lation 
-*01 .12 -.35 
Type of Attitude 
Local Territorial 
Identification 
(LTI) 
Social Interaction 
Patterns 
(SIP) 
Simple 
Corre-
lation 
.48 
* 
.30 
Partial' 
Corre-
lation 
:28 
.13 
Simple 
Corre-
lation 
.15 
-.14 
Partial 
Corre-
lation 
-.19 
-.25 -.03 -.07 -.^8 
Degree of Isolation
 # 
(DI) .51 .44 .18 -.27 .13 .31* -.28* 
Correlations significant beyond the .05 level. 
*cond-order partial with controls for community stability and income status. 
p 
Second-order partial with controls for stage in life cycle and social rank. 
^First-order partial with control for stage in the life cycle. 
^Second-order partial with controls for social rank and income status. 
three measured attitudes of households living within var-
ious residential environments. This finding leads to the 
conclusion that the relationship between the structural 
type of an area and the attitudes of individuals living 
within these various areas are not in fact spurious 
findings. 
It is also revealed in Table 4-2 that when the 
stage in the life cycle factor is adequately controlled 
for, the relationship betv/een the measure of residential 
area quality and the measure of a census tracts degree 
of isolation becomes significant at the .05 level. The 
correlation coefficient increases from .13 to ,31 and sug-
gests that the stage in the life cycle of households living 
v/ithin residential areas with higher levels of crowding 
in terms of persons per room and families per household, 
has an influence on the degree of isolation felt by house-
holds from other people living within their immediate 
residential area. The observable moderately high negative 
simple correlation coefficient between stage in the life 
cycle and residential area quality (r =-.55» see Table 4-1) 
would additionally suggest that younger households tend 
to be less critical or feel less alienated than older 
households living in similar crowded residential areas. 
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Partial Correlation Analysis of the Relationships Between 
the Objective Measures of Social and Housing Space and 
the Perceptions of Households Living Within Various Urban 
Environments 
Similarly, as in the previous section, Table 4-3 
reveals only those first and second-order partial corre-
lation coefficients which contain the largest departures 
from zero-order partials between objective measures of 
urban structure and measures of the perceptions of 
households toward various social and physical character-
istics of their reidential environments. Previous discus-
sions have identified that there are significant statis-
tical relationships betv/een the factor of residential area 
type (TYPE) and the way in which households perceive the 
physical and social quality of their residential environ-
ments as well as the provision of public services such as 
schools and fire and police protection. Many significant 
relationships have also been revealed between the 
various social factors describing residential areas and 
the perceptions of households living within these residen-
tial areas. 
When partial correlation analysis is applied to 
these relationships, it is found that in only one case, 
is a first-order partial drastically different from the 
initial simple correlation between two variables. Therefore, 
it is concluded that the previously Identified relationships 
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Table: 4-3 Correlations Between Factors of Objective Urban Structure and Measures 
of Perceptions of Households Within Various Census Tracts 
Residential 
Area Type 
(TYPE) 
Dwelling Age Structure 
(AGE) 
Residential Area Quality 
(DEN) 
Type of Perception 
Physical Quality 
(PHY) 
Simple Partial1 Simple Partial2 Partial3 Simple Partial4 Partial5 
Corre- Corre- Corre- Corre- Corre- Corre- Corre- Corre-
lation lation lation lation lation lation lation lation 
.61 .44 
Accessability 
(ACC) 
Services 
(SERV) 
Social Quality 
(SOC) 
.12 
* 
-.39 
-.48* 
-.02 
* 
-.29 
-.36* 
.22 .35 
.00 -.04 
-.19 -.24 
-.05 -.19 
^.25 
.13 
.13 
.27 
-.05 -.37 
.06 
.10 
-.09 
.08 
.41 
.22 
.32 
.02 
-.16 
-.27 
Correlations significant beyond the .05 level. 
Second-order partial with controls for stage in life cycle and low income status. 
p 
Flrst-«rder partial with control for community stability. 
-'Second-order partial with control for social rank and stage in life cycle. 
4Second-order partial with controls for social rank and income status. 
5 
•^ Second-order partial with controls for stage in life cycle and low income status. 
between urban structure and the way households perceive 
the characteristics of their residential areas are 
not due to the cumulative effect of more than one variable. 
Only in the case where community stability within 
a census tract is controlled for, is there a radical de-
parture from the simple correlation between the age struc-
ture of a census tract.and the factor describing the 
perceptions of the physical quality of a residential area. 
The correlation coefficient increases from the insignifi-
cant level of .22 to .35 which is significant at the .05 
confidence level. This is probably indicative of the 
possible influence of social mobility on this relation-
ship. Although the model does not allow the varification 
of this hypothesis, It Is possible that once this element 
of mobility (ie. community stability) is controlled, the 
way households perceive the physical quality of their 
residential areas is more easily understood particularly 
in older residential areas. The observable low negative 
correlation (r =-.35) between coanmnity stability and the 
measure of the way households perceive the physical 
quality of their residential areas is responsible for 
this above mentioned change in the correlation* This 
therefore indicates that recent immigrants and households 
living within areas characterized by high levels of mobil-
ity have a tendancy to be less critical of the physical 
quality of older residential districts. 
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Figure: 4-1 Graphic Description of the Significant Relationships Between Urban Structure and 
Human Behaviour 
Urban Structure Factors: 
TYPE - Residential Area Type 
AGE - Residential Area Dwelling Ago Structure 
DEN - Residential Area Quality or Density 
RANK - Social Rank 
SLC - Stage in Life Cycle 
STAB - Community Stability 
INC - Income Status 
LOWINC - Low Income Status 
Human Behaviour Factors. 
LTI 
SIP 
Local Territorial Identif ication 
• Social Interaction Patterns 
fljv-Pp^e^M^PRysical.Qu ACC - Perceived Area Accession al i ty „ „ . _ , - - . . - - .ysica . . -   i   i-... SERV - Perceived Quality of Area SOC - Perceived Area Social Quality 
• i t jy . 
a Services 
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In summary, partial correlation analysis was ap-
plied to the many relationships between the objective and 
subjective components of urban spatial structure. This 
model demonstrates that the previously identified corre-
lations between the operationalized concepts of urban 
structure and human behaviour which are graphically des-
cribed in Figure 4-1were in fact significant. Conversely, 
the model did not identify any significant relationships 
v/hich may have been overlooked due to the influence of 
intervening variables. Therefore, there are definite 
implications that the structural type of a residential 
district has an influence on both the attitudes and 
perceptions of individuals living within these residential 
environments. 
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Chapter V 
Conclusions and Implications for Both Planning and Future 
Urban Research 
The study was designed to identify the existence 
of relationships between urban structure and human 
behaviour. Both of these concepts were operationalized 
using factor analytic models which identified the basic 
dimensions of urban structure in terms of social and 
and housing space and human behaviour in terms of both 
the attitudes and perceptions of households living 
within various urban environments. In order to analyse 
the relationship between these concepts, a partial corre-
lation model was employed. Although the magnitude of the 
relationships which were uncovered were low, they were 
found to be both significant and in the anticipated direc-
tion which might provide useful information concerning 
urban spatial structure. This finding has definite im-
plications for both the planners of our urban environments 
and the direction future research wight profitably follow. 
The design of the research continually reflected 
the writer*s belief that previous studies or attempts at 
explanation of urban spatial structure have been limited 
simply as a result of their implicitness with regard to 
human behaviour. The interactions between urban structure 
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and human behaviour ultimately result in the continuously 
changing patterns of land uses within urban areas. The 
present investigation attempted to analyse both of these 
components of urban spatial structure by incorporating 
them within an exploratory framework. The study does not 
claim to have measured human behaviour. It does however, 
claim to have demonstrated the need to develop surrogate 
measures of this elusive concept through the use of 
direct questionnaire methods. It is concluded that further 
experiments of this nature will lead to the attainment 
of a greater understanding of urban spatial structure. 
The writer does not claim to have replaced pre-
viously shallow socio-economic arguments to explain the 
spatial arrangement of urban phenomena with new and more 
behavioural ones which offer greater levels of explanation. 
On the contrary, the methodology employed in the present 
investigation is offered to compliment rather than replace 
previous work. 
The framework which was used demonstrated the exis-
tance of relevant associations between the concepts of 
urban structure and human behaviour. In general, it has 
revealed that enriched residential environments are 
found to be spatially associated with both positive atti-
tudes *and perceptions of households towards the character-
istics of the residential areas in which they live. 
Poorer residential environments both socially and physically 
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were found to be spatially associated v/ith more negative 
attitudes and perceptions. The planning implications of 
these findings are in the writer's view, unquestionable. 
The methodology v/ith refinements could be employed by 
planners in studies concerned with more specific aspects 
of urban environments. The measurement of the attitudes 
of residents towards potential development proposals would 
aid in the making of potentially disruptive planning 
decisions which are often enough made on the basis of 
limited information. In addition, possibly within a 
before and after framework, the methodology may provide 
decision makers v/ith a measurement of the values given 
by users of major and minor transportation improvements 
as well as such things as neighbourhood rehabilitation 
programs v/hich are presently receiving both provincial 
and federal funding. 
The shortcomings of the study indicate the need 
to further analyse the association between attitudes and 
behaviour. The present study leaps this gap much in the 
same way the ecologists and land economists implied human 
behaviour from the spatial arrangements of urban structure. 
Future investigations might profitably investigate how 
strongly attitudes and perceptions ultimately become manifes-
ted into individual actions which are relevant to altera-
tions in urban structure. 
Future research should also be directed towards 
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resolution of the problem of the directionality of the 
relationship between urban structure and human behaviour. 
It is also the writer's belief that changes in urban 
structure have a more direct influence on human behaviour 
than the converse relationship. The need for an inter-
disciplinary approach to shed light on these questions is 
clearly evident. 
Future research efforts should also give consider-
ation to one of the major shortcomings of the present inves-
tigation which results from the assumption that census 
tracts are equatable with neighbourhood or geographic units 
v/hich are meaningful to groups who are being investigated in 
terms of their behaviour. Other units of observation need 
to be given adequate consideration leading ultimately to 
the resolution of this problem. The delimitation of meaning-
ful areas by the use of various raters appears to offer 
potential in this direction. 
In conclusion, this investigation has given rise 
to more questions than it answers. The study offers 
insight into the complex relationships within our urban 
areas through the use of an exploratory methodology 
which with further refinement, may allow even greater 
levels of understanding of the processes which give rise 
to the stucture of our cities. 
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APPENDIX A 
Sample Selection and Questionnaire Administration Procedure 
The data which permitted the development of the 
concepts of community attitude and perceptions was person-
ally collected by the writer. This was accomplished 
through the administration of a "Community Evaluation 
Survey" solely for the purposes of this investigation. 
The first nineteen questions of the questionnaire were 
taken directly from a previous housing and attitude survey 
conducted by the Central Iov/a Regional Planning Commission 
(CIRPC), Des Moines, Iowa (see Ermuth, 1974, 13). These 
questions contain the three independent attitude scales 
measuring individual community cohesiveness, social 
interaction and participation. 
The second part of the questionnaire, a copy of 
v/hich is included in this Appendix, contains eighteen 
questions asking respondents to rate their areas with regard 
to various social and physical characteristics. These 
v/ere used to develop the concept of household perception of 
particular aspects of a variety of residential environments 
v/ithin the Waterloo region. 
The sample of households where the questionnaire 
v/as to be administered was derived from the forty-two 
census tracts of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo, 
Ontario. This includes the eight census tracts within 
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the city of Waterloo in the north, the twenty-four census 
tracts of the city of Kitchener as well as the ten tracts 
in the new city of Cambridge. Taken togeather, these 
represent a continuous built-up area within the Regional 
Municipality of Waterloo containing a population of 
a * ** 
212,825. After abandoning a previous research design, 
these census tracts were selected and assumed to be the 
maximum allowable sized unit that residents could identify 
with as neighbourhoods or their local areas. This assump-
tion relies heavily on the definition of a census tract 
and the criteria used in their delimitation by the federal 
statistical authority. Census tracts are defined as small 
permanent census statistical areas that have been estab-
lished in thirty of Canada's largest urban communities in 
co-operation with local authorities. The criteria used 
includes: 1) a population between 2,500 and 8,000, accept 
for tracts in the central business district and for insti-
tutional tracts, either of which may have a smaller 
1971 Census of Canada 
*# 
Initially the study was to be completed in the city 
of London, Ontario using geo-coded statistical informa-
tion at the level of the single city block-or larger units 
which are recognized to be homogenous neighbourhoods on 
the basis of concensus arrived at by a group of raters 
considered to be knowledgeable of the social and physical 
divisions of the city. 
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population; 2) an area as homogenous as possible in terms 
of economic status and living conditions; 3) boundaries 
that follow permanent and easily recognizable geographic 
features; and 4) & shape as compact as possible. Using 
this size of unit, it was concluded that interviewed 
residents could relate their particular responses to 
questlonaire items to the immediate areas in which they 
live rather than larger portions of the study area. 
The Sample 
The sample results from the lack of any known 
source which would provide a true population from which 
to select and the limited resources available to the wri-
ter. Maps for each Individual census tract showing all 
»* 
streets were obtained from Statistics Canada. A grid 
was constructed and co-ordinates assigned. On the basis 
of total study area population, accept for central tracts 
which were considered to be important, portions of streets 
were randomly selected where the questlonaire was to be 
administered. Using this method of sample selection, it 
was assumed that streets which were selected from each 
census tract would give as true and representative a 
'statistics Canada, Census Tract Bulletin, 1971 
Census of Canada. Catalogue 95-71KCT-11A). 
** 
The writer is deeply indebted to Mr. D. Newson of 
Statistics Canada who provided these maps. 
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cross-section of the population as would be necessary to 
draw reliable conclusions in this exploratory investiga-
tion. Future studies however, are suggested to use a more 
rigorous procedure in selecting a sample in direct relation 
to the purpose of the study. 
Six to ten blocks were selected in this manner 
and located within each census tract. The number of 
blocks selected was proportionate to the population of 
the census tract. Initially, 1,500 questionnaires were 
delivered to a quota of households within the selected 
blocks. The heads of each selected household were asked 
to complete the questionnaire at their earliest opportunity 
and return it in a business reply envelope which was pro-
vided. This initial delivery of the questionnaire took 
place during the last week of June and the first two weeks 
of July, 1975. An insufficient rate of return was encoun-
tered and back-up blocks were selected using the same pro-
cedure. An additional 1,530 questionnaires were delivered 
during the last two weeks of August, 1975. From this 
total of 3»030 questionnaires, 669 were returned to the 
writer and 633 were found to be suitably completed and 
were included in the analysis. This saaple represents 
approximately one percent of the total number of house-
holds in the study are. 
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COMMUNITY EVALUATION SURVEY 
City 
Census Tract . . . . 
Your house has been selected as one of a large sample of households in the tri-city 
area of Kitchener, Waterloo and Cambridge for the purpose of a community evaluation 
survey which I am presently conducting at Wilfrid Laurier University. In order to 
evaluate the area in which your residence is located, it would be appreciated if you 
would co-operate by canpleting the following very simple questionnaire. The answers 
which you provide will give an indication of the way you feel about the area in 
which you live. This information will be used in a strictly confidential manner 
and will be analysed without personal identification. Therefore, would a member 
of your household (the head of the household if at all possible) please complete 
the following questions and place the completed questionnaire in the self addressed 
envelope which is provided and drop it in the mail at your earliest opportunity. 
No postage is required. 
Your co-operation will be gratefully appreciated. 
The questionnaire is broken down into three parts. In all questions however, all 
that is required is that you circle the response which reflects best the opinion 
you have with respect to the area in which you live. 
PART ONE 
Directions: In questions 1 to 14, would you please read each statement and indicate 
by circling the response which reflects your position with respect to each 
statement. As you can see, the responses range from strongly agree (1) to 
strongly disagree (5). Please answer every question. 
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1. It is more important to have people accept 1 
differences than it is to have corrmunity agreement. 
2. Time pressures make it awfully difficult for 1 
comnunity members to have close personal contacts 
with one another even though they would like to. 
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3. Considering other responsibilities, there is altogether 1 2 3 4 5 
too much demand on ccmmunity members to participate in 
conmunity activities. 
4. It is unfortunate but true that there are very few 1 2 3 4 5 
people around here with whom one can share his 
interests. 
5. One important way in which people are kept in line 1 2 3 4 5 
around here is through gossip. 
6. In our modern world, knowledge must be practical 1 2 3 4 5 
to be meaningful. 
7. Even though they are very competent and conscientious, 1 2 3 4 5 
somehow or other one gets very little stimulation 
from his neighbors in this ccmmunity area. 
8. One of the nice things about this area is that the 1 2 3 4 5 
relationships are almost wholly co-operative and 
friendly. 
9. It is desirable to have a community gathering. This 1 2 3 4 5 
would create a greater degree of agreement among us. 
10. There are too many divisive cliques and groups in 1 2 3 4 5 
this area of the city. 
11. It is hardly fair to bring a child into the world 1 2 3 4 5 
with the way things look for the future. 
12. In spite of what some people say, the lot of the 
average man is getting worse, not better. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. Nowadays, a person has to live pretty much for 1 2 3 4 5 
today and let tomorrow take care of itself. 
14. These days a person doesn't really know who he 1 2 3 4 5 
can count on. 
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PART TWO 
Would you please complete questions 15 to 19 by circling the number of the 
response that you feel best describes your area or yourself as a member 
of that area. 
15. Do you feel you are really a part of this area? 
1 really a part of the area 
2 I am included in most ways 
3 I am included in some ways but not in others 
4 I don't feel that I really belong 
5 I don't feel that I am really a member of any area 
16. If you had a chance to do the same kind of work, for the same pay, in 
another area within the tri-cities, how would you feel about moving 
from the area in which you now live? 
1 I would very much want to move 
2 I would rather move than to stay where I am now 
3 It would make no difference to me 
4 I would rather stay where I am now than to move 
5 I would want very much to stay where I now live 
How do you think the area in which you live compares with other areas of Kitchener, 
Waterloo and Cambridge with respect to each of the following points? 
17. The way in which members of the area get along with each other. 
1 Better than most 
2 About the same as most 
3 Not as good as most 
4 I don't know 
18. The way in which members of the area stick together. 
1 Better than most 
2 About the same as most 
3 Not as good as most 
4 I don't know 
19. The way that members of the area help each other in their daily lives. 
1 Better than most 
2 About the same as most 
3 Not as good as most 
4 I don't know 
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PART THREE 
20. In t h i s f i n a l s e c t i o n , would you p l e a s e r a t e t h e a r e a in which your 
home i s l o c a t e d by c i r c l i n g t h e a p p r o p r i a t e response? 
Pr ivacy of t h e a r e a 
Quie tness of t h e a r e a 
F r i e n d l i n e s s of ne ighbors 
Reputat ion of t h e a r e a 
Kind of people who l i v e i n t h e a r e a 
C l e a n l i n e s s of t h e a r e a 
Condit ion of t h e s t r e e t s 
Spaciousness of t h e ya rds o r grounds 
Amount of t r a f f i c on t h e s t r e e t s 
Qua l i ty of t h e a r e a ' s s choo l s 
F i r e p r o t e c t i o n 
P o l i c e p r o t e c t i o n 
Number of pa rks 
Ease of g e t t i n g t o o t h e r p l a c e s from he re 
Condit ion of t h e houses o r apar tments 
Natura l f e a t u r e s : t r e e s , lawns, shrubs 
P r i v a t e r e s i d e n t i a l a r e a s e p a r a t e from 
commercial and i n d u s t r i a l nu i sances 
Pub l i c t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
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Appendix B 
Variables Which Were Used to Derive Social Space Compon-
ents of Objective Urban Structure 
No. Acronym Description 
1. YOUNG Percent of population under 15 
2. OLD Percent of population over 65 
3. SINGLE Percent of population single 
4. MARRIED Percent of population married 
5. WIDOW Percent of population widowed 
6. CANBORN Percent of population Canadian born 
7. PIMM Percent of population who have immigra-
ted to Canada since 1945 
8. MHINC Percent males over 15 with annual income 
over 515,000.00 
9. NOTATT Percent of population not attending 
school full time 
10. LNINE Percent of population with less than a 
grade nine education 
11. DIPLOMA Percent of population with education 
of grade 12-13 
12. SOMU Percent of population with some univer-
sity education 
13. DEGREE Percent of population with a university 
degree 
14. FPAR Female participation rate in the labour 
force 
15. MUNEMP Percent males over 15 who are unemployed 
16. MANAGE Percent of males who are members of a 
managerial occupation group 
17. MLINC Percent males over 15 with annual incomes 
under $1,000.00 
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NO. 
18. 
Acronym 
Language 
19. MAVINC 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
AVHINC 
YNGHEAD 
MEDHEAD 
OLDHEAD 
MIGRANT 
FOREIGN 
CHILDRE 
Appendix B (cont'd) 
Description 
Percent of population whose principle 
language is neither English or French 
Percent males over 15 with annual income 
510,000.00 - 514,999.00 
Average total Income per household 
Percent of families with head of house-
hold under 25 
Percent of families with head of house-
hold 25-34 
Percent of families with head of house-
hold over 65 
Percent of non-migrants who live in a 
different dwelling than five years ago 
Percent of population who have migrated 
from outside Canada in the past five 
years 
Percent of families with greater than five 
children 
From the Statistics Canada definition, non-migrants 
are persons who were residing in the same municipality 
five years prior to the census, even though they may have 
changed dwellings within the municipality or have moved 
out of the municipality and returned to it within the 
five year period. 
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Appendix C 
Variables Which Were Used to Derive Housing Space Compo-
nents of Objective Urban Structure 
NQ. Acronym Description 
1. OWNOCC Percent of occupied dwellings which are 
owner occupied 
2. TENOCC Percent of occupied dwellings which are 
tenant-occupied 
3. DETACH Percent of occupied dwellings which are 
single detached 
4. APART Percent of occupied dwellings which are 
apartments 
5. MORTGAGE Percent owner-occupied dwellings repor-
ting a mortgage 
6. LONG Percent occupied dwellings which have been 
occupied by present resident more than ten 
years 
7. SHORT Percent occupied dwellings which have been 
occupied by the present resident less than 
one year 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
CONE 
CONL 
FAMHOUS 
PPROOM 
RDWELL 
MEDVAL 
AVRENT 
POPINC 
Percent dwellings constructed before 1946 
Percent dwellings constructed after 1960 
Families per household 
Persons per room 
Rooms per dwelling 
Median value of owner-occupied dwellings 
Average rent of tenant-occupied dwellings 
Percentage population increase 1966-1971 
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Appendix D 
Structure Loadings on Individual Questions of the Three 
Attitude Scales 
Factor Percent 
Number Explan-
ation 
Loading Attitude Scale Names and Asso-
ciated Questions From Community 
Evaluation Survey 
21.7 Local Territorial Identification 
(Glaser's Cosmopolitan-Local 
Scale) 
-.00404 It is more important to have 
people accept differences than 
it is to have community agree-
ment. 
.07242 Time pressures make it awfully 
difficult for community members 
to have close personal contact 
with one another even though 
they would like to. 
.14310 Considering other responsibili-' 
ties, there is altogeather too 
much demand on community members 
to participate in community ac-
tivities. 
•64733 It is unfortunate but true that 
there are very few people around 
here with whom one can share his 
interests. 
.40428 One important way in which people 
are kept in line around here is 
through gossip. 
•12711 In our modern world, knowledge 
must be practical to be meaning-
ful. 
.65833 Even though they are very compe-
tent and concientious, somehow or 
other, one gets very little stim-
ulation from his neighbours in 
this community area. 
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Appendix D (Cont'd) 
Factor Percent 
Number Explan-
ation 
Loading Attitude Scale Names and Asso-
ciated Questions From Community 
Evaluation Survey 
-.51715 One of the nice things about 
this area is that the relation-
ships are almost wholly co-
operative and friendly. 
.12820 It is desirable to have a com-
munity gathering. This would 
create a greater degree of 
agreement among us. 
•50600 There are too many divisive 
cliques and groups in this area 
of the city. 
II 11.7 Social Interaction Patterm 
shore's Group Cohesiveness 
(Sea-
cale) 
••29666 Do you feel you are really a 
part of this area? 
.22643 If you had a chance to do the 
same kind of work, for the same 
pay, in another area within the 
tri-cities, how would you feel 
about moving from the area in 
which you now live? 
..74482 The way in which members of the 
area get along with each other. 
••789OO The way in which members of the 
area stick togeather. 
-.68761 The way that members of the area 
help each other in their daily 
lives. 
Ill 7.0 Degree of Isolation (Srole's 
Anomia Scale) 
.54931 It is hardly fair to bring a 
child into the world with the way 
things look for the future. 
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Appendix D (Cont'd) 
Factor Percent 
Number Explan-
ation 
Loading Attitude Scale Names and Asso-
ciated Questions From Community 
Evaluation Survey 
•67246 In spite of what some people 
say, the lot of the average man 
is getting worse, not better. 
.49132 Nowadays, a person has to live 
pretty much for today and let 
tomorrow take care of itself. 
•60204 These days a person doesn't 
really know who he can count on. 
Loadings are taken from the factor structure matrix 
which measures the variance (structure loading squared) of 
each variable jointly accounted for by a particular factor. 
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Appendix E 
Mean Census Tract Factor S 
Census Local 
Tract Territorial 
Identification 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
888 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
160 
161 
162 
999 
-.403 
.032 
.077 
-.364 
-.159 
.015 
.057 
.241 
-.611 
-.093 
-.772 
-.655 
.418 
.306 
.480 
-.298 
-.940 
-.078 
.313 
.486 
-.232 
-.084 
.178 
-.231 
.433 
-.278 
.250 
.630 
.484 
.205 
-.390 
.246 
.477 
.165 
.492 
-.024 
.255 
-.797 
-.451 
-.333 
.446 
.226 
s for Household Attitudes 
Social 
Interaction 
Patterns 
-.095 
-.182 
.430 
-.472 
-.285 
-.085 
.545 
-.142 
-.174 
-.053 
-.304 
-.202 
.580 
.044 
.239 
-.241 
-.708 
.182 
.211 
.255 
-.247 
.320 
-.170 
.498 
.000 
.052 
-.285 
.248 
.083 
-.243 
-.487 
-.140 
.527 
.145 
.346 
.337 
.182 
-.353 
-.237 
-.311 
.571 
-.037 
Degree 
of 
Isolation 
.221 
.114 
-.010 
-.446 
-.737 
.179 
-.127 
.396 
-.404 
-.155 
-.138 
-.325 
.131 
.087 
.301 
-.148 
-.296 
-.164 
.388 
.144 
-.133 
-.404 
-.094 
-.425 
.486 
-.175 
-.171 
.305 
.311 
.310 
.016 
.051 
.477 
.187 
.501 
-.271 
.159 
-.288 
-.219 
-.416 
.218 
.264 
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Appendix F 
Variables From Community Evaluation Survey Used to Derive 
Perceptions* of Neighbourhood Characteristics 
No. Acronym 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
PRIVATE 
QUIET 
FRIEND 
REPTN 
PEOPLE 
CLEAN 
STREETS 
SPACE 
TRAFFIC 
SCHOOLS 
FIRE 
POLICE 
PARKS 
ACCESS 
CONDITN 
NATURE 
SEPARATE 
TRANS 
Description 
Privacy of the area 
Quietness of the area 
Friendliness of the area 
Reputation of the area 
Kind of people who live in the area 
Cleanliness of the area 
Condition of the streets 
Spaciousness of the yards and grounds 
Amount of traffic in the area 
Quality of the areas schools 
Fire protection 
Police protection 
Number of parks 
Ease of getting to other places 
Condition of the houses or apartments 
Natural features: trees, lawns, shrubs 
Private residential areas separated from 
commercial and industrial nuisances 
Public transportation 
Respondents in each census tract were asked to rate 
the area in which they reside on a scale ranging from ex-
cellent to poor. 
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Appendix G 
Mean Census Tract Factor Scores For Household Perceptions 
Census 
Tract 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
888 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
160 
161 
162 
999 
Factor I 
(PHY) 
.269 
.239 
.483 
-.415 
-.081 
.490 
.259 
.128 
-.638 
.142 
-.813 
-.794 
.285 
.687 
.475 
-.473 
-1-.337 
-.114 
.751 
-.333 
-.860 
-.653 
.244 
-.178 
.856 
-.077 
-.740 
.284 
.500 
-.386 
-.302 
.700 
-.316 
.518 
.682 
-.846 
-.213 
-.458 
-.026 
-.642 
.747 
.729 
Factor II 
(ACC) 
-.408 
.331 
-.237 
-.029 
.133 
-.213 
.195 
-.361 
-.224 
.088 
.190 
.235 
.324 
-.130 
-.336 
.545 
.058 
-.435 
-.413 
.071 
.177 
-.329 
.296 
-.086 
.371 
-.710 
.664 
.275 
-.529 
.318 
-.075 
-.141 
-.132 
-.454 
.288 
.456 
-.226 
-.329 
-.412 
.063 
.371 
.405 
Factor III 
(SERV) 
.580 
-.078 
-.439 
.003 
.261 
-.071 
-.183 
.272 
.542 
-.230 
.412 
.264 
-.194 
-.383 
-.466 
.199 
.884 
.423 
-.090 
.158 
.253 
.061 
-.292 
-.055 
-.534 
.427 
.165 
-.495 
.036 
.036 
.021 
.222 
.030 
-.147 
-.649 
-.376 
.270 
.164 
.325 
.116 
-.564 
-.485 
Factor 
(SOC) 
.039 
.171 
-.325 
.690 
.274 
-.556 
-.309 
-.268 
1.062 
-.050 
.775 
.617 
-.170 
-.364 
-.263 
.165 
.888 
.091 
-.527 
-.536 
.499 
.083 
-.374 
-.038 
-.619 
.146 
.229 
-.355 
-.579 
.205 
.564 
-.301 
.143 
-.095 
-.792 
.330 
-.053 
.908 
.110 
.569 
-.695 
-.501 
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